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Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) lumber based on a patent-pending formulation is being
explored for use in the manufacture of an aquaculture fish cage structure (Aquapod net pen
cage), as an alternative to the current high density polyethylene (HDPE) lumber. The use of
WPC lumber in structural applications in marine environments requires a comprehensive effort
to understand the material viscoelastic behavior and the structural performance of the WPC
lumber in marine environments where the WPC lumber is exposed to the combined effect of
saltwater immersion and temperature (hygrothermal). The evaluation of the viscoelastic behavior
of WPC lumber in marine environments was conducted through series of short-term of dynamic
mechanical and thermal analysis (DMTA) creep and creep-recovery experiments, where the
WPC specimens were preconditioned and tested under the combined effect of temperature and
water immersion at different target levels of stress. Long-term creep experiments of WPC and
HDPE lumber under the same controlled conditions and stress levels are necessary to evaluate

and compare the viscoelastic behavior of WPC and HDPE lumber. An understanding of the
structural behavior of WPC lumber in an aquaculture structure was advanced through testing
components (triangular panels) from a spherical shape geodesic frame (Aquapod) structure made
from WPC and HDPE lumber, respectively. The hygrothermal viscoelastic response of WPC
lumber was characterized and modeled. The experiments included measuring 30 minutes of
creep and 30 minutes of creep-recovery on the specimens immersed in saltwater and distilled
water at two different levels of flexural stresses (9% and 14% of the ultimate flexural strength,
Fb) and three temperature values (25, 35, and 45℃). The creep strain fractional increment (CSFI)
of the WPC in this study under all conditions was 86% lower than the CSFI of the WPCs
reported in previous studies. The WPC material in this study exhibited linear viscoelastic and
nonlinear viscoelastic behavior based on the effect of temperature only, and the combined
temperature and water immerstion effect, respectively. The 180-day creep behavior of the WPC
and HDPE lumber in flexure was characterized and compared for WPC and HDPE lumber (with
853 mm support span) subjected to three levels of creep stress: 7.5, 15, and 30% of the ultimate
flexural strength (Fb). The 180-day creep deformation of HDPE specimens was six times higher
than the creep deformation of WPC specimens at the 30% creep stress level. A power law model
was used to describe 180-day creep deflection of WPC lumber beams. Modeling results
predicted that the strain to failure in the HDPE and WPC lumber would occur in 1.5 years and
150 years at a flexural stress of 30% Fb, respectively. A pair of connected triangular panels of
the Aquapod structure with and without wire mesh made from WPC and HDPE lumber were
tested in compression to evaluate and compare the buckling capacity of the panels, respectively.
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CHAPTER 1
1

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of a patent-pending formulation wood plastic composites
(WPCs) made from this WPCs to have a potential capability to be used in marine structural
application (Gardner & Han 2010). Several researchers (Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010, Bright &
Smith 2007, Haiar 2000, Slaughter 2006, Tamrakar & Lopez-Anido 2011) studied the use of
WPCs in structural application, for instance, WPCs in waterfront structures, and in sheet piles.
University of Maine researchers have successfully developed a WPC that has approximately 4.3
GPa apparent Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) and “less prone to creep than the current WPCs.”
InnovaSea Systems, Inc., Morrill, Maine showed a keen interest to use WPCs, instead of the
High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) lumber that is used in the current construction of the
AquaPod net pen cages. The latter showed lower apparent MOE, approximately 0.9 GPa and
experienced a severe time-dependent deformation (Gardner 2015). Figure 1.1 illustrates the
motivation to use WPC lumber in AquaPod net pen cages rather than HDPE lumber based on the
high (five times higher) MOE of WPCs, and based on the recorded damage occurred to the
Aquapod cage structure (right) made from HDPE lumber.

xviii

Figure 1.1. (left) the flexural modulus of elasticity of the materials in psi, (right) the timedependent deformation in the cage attributable to the sustained seals’ load on the cage in the
presence of high temperature (InnovaSea Systems 2015).
1.1

Motivation of Using WPC Lumber in Aquaculture Cages
InnovaSea Systems, Inc., (InnovaSea Systems 2015), reported damage occurring to an

A4800 AquaPod net pen cage that is made of HDPE struts, attributable to the combination of
long-term exposure to the tropical heat, the generated waves from a storm that hit the location of
the cage in the Gulf of Mexico, and the unexpected live load of the Sea lions that acted on the
top of the cage during the cage sun exposure (as a process of cleaning the cage from the
biofouling). A pronounced deformation attributable to a sustained point live load of the Sea lions
under the effect of temperature is shown in Figure 1.1 (right). Approximate weight of each Sea
lion was reported as 500 kg, and two Sea lions were observed (InnovaSea Systems 2015). The
following storm created waves that hit the cage repeatedly for more than eight hours and
worsened the damage to the cage. Of the 216 triangular panels (648 struts with 2 x 6 cross-
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section) required to construct the A4700 AquaPod cage, 78 panels were damaged because of the
synergetic forces that were mentioned earlier (InnovaSea Systems 2015).
To investigate the long-term deformation that might occur on the HDPE struts because of
the effect of elevated temperature, a series of experimental tests were conducted at the University
of Maine, Orono, Maine following the ASTM D6108 (Snape 2015). The compression tests were
performed at four different temperatures; 1.2; 21.11 , 37.78

, 48.89

, and 60 , respectively.

However, the tested specimens from the used struts did not show a decrease in their mechanical
properties attributable to the temperature and moisture, compared with unused tested specimens
(InnovaSea Systems 2015). The reason for not having a pronounced difference between the used
and the unused HDPE specimens is believed to be attributed to the chosen test (i.e., the
compression test vertical to the extrusion direction), different results would have been obtained if
different tests were used, for instance, tension or flexure test in the direction of the extrusion.
InnovaSea systems, Inc., conducts their structural analysis and design, using a finite element
analysis software, CADRE PRO 6. The model was run by considering the weight of the two Sea
lions, acting on the top face of the cage. The model showed a similar deformation to the actual
damage (InnovaSea Systems 2015).
1.2

Time-Dependent Behavior of WPCs
Although WPCs have been explored for use in the different structural applications, the

material’s long-term behavior is still a subject of concern among the researchers. WPCs, unlike
the conventional elastic materials, exhibit viscoelastic behavior. Creep is one of the physical
manifestations of the behavior of the viscoelastic materials, when a constant stress is applied to
the viscoelastic material, the summation of the elastic strain and the time-dependent strain will
represent the total strain (creep strain) of the viscoelastic composite material (Gibson 2016).
20

Some researchers (Gibson 2016, Haghighi-Yazdi & Lee-Sullivan 2013, Sullivan 1990) consider
WPCs to have a linear viscoelastic behavior, whereas other researchers, (Hamel 2011), in their
work consider WPCs to have a nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. Linear viscoelastic behavior
enables the principle of superposition when long-time deformation can be measured in a shorter
duration via accelerated conditions and superimpose the data to construct, so called, the master
curve of the creep strain, whereas the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior requires a “mechanicsbased” model to predict the long-term behavior (Hamel 2011). The time-dependent strain
increases during the period of loading, attributable to the effect of the constant stress, as shown
in Equation 1.1.
(1.1)
The time-dependent behavior of WPCs, particularly in this study, the creep, depends on
the following; (1) the applied stress, (2) the formulation of the WPCs, (3) both temperature and
moisture, (4) physical ageing, and (5) the stress dependency of the parameters of the physical
models (Barbero 2013). If the WPC experiences a combination of all these factors acting at the
same time, thus the complexity of the time-dependent behavior needs to be addressed and
investigated, to have a satisfactory prediction of the service life of the WPC material. Tamrakar
and Lopez-Anido reported a significant decrease in the mechanical properties of “watersaturated” specimens compared with dry specimens that are exposed to a range of temperatures
(Tamrakar & Lopez-Anido 2011). Cheng reported the effect of immersing a WPC sample in
osmotic and sea water for 13 months. Cheng found significant differences in the mechanical
properties of the WPC samples (Cheng 2005). The temperature (high or low) and the moisture
(water can be humidity, water immersion, or rain) also degrade the constituent of the WPCs and
the composite itself. Wood as a WPC constituent exhibits swelling because of water absorption
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by the hydrophilic nature of the wood cell wall material. Wood also expands attributable to the
change in temperature. The polymer constituent exhibits a viscoelastic behavior and timedependent change in the mechanical properties because of the thermal effect. Combining both
constituents under the hygrothermal effect will worsen the properties of the WPCs further.
Microcracks in the interfacial zone between the polymer and the wood flour particles will be
created, and adhesion will be degraded. Freeze-thaw degradation can be considered as a type of
degradation that is related to the effect of the combination of temperature and moisture (Stark
2008).
To have a better judgment on the most severe environmental impact on the mechanical
behavior of WPCs, an understanding of the environmental degradation of WPC constituents,
wood flour, and polymer, is necessary. UV has an impact on wood. A combination of (UV) with
moisture and air will increase the degradation impact on wood attributable to the hydroxyl
groups and the formation of the free radicals (Stark 2008). The second constituent of the WPCs
is a polymer, generally including the matrix, the coupling agent, the lubricants, or any other
polymer additives also degrades with the exposure to (UV). However, a combination of (UV)
and oxygen (air) will have a pronounced impact on the durability of the polymer, so-called,
photodegradation. The degradation of the polymer will also result in; forming a free radical,
possible chain scission, and crosslinking. As a wood plastic composites (WPCs), the
combination of (UV) with other environmental factors will degrade the surface of the WPCs and
decrease the mechanical properties of WPCs (Matuana et al. 2011). However, this study will not
consider the effect of UV and air on the mechanical properties of WPCs, because the cages will
be submerged in its application.
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1.3

Aquaculture Cage Structures
To understand the structural behavior of WPC members (struts) in aquaculture cages

(AquaPod net pen cages) that are operated in marine environment and exposed to wave and
current forces, and to qualify that WPC members can show an acceptable structural behavior in
such environment during the service life of the structure, a review of the structural analysis and
design that were conducted by other researchers on aquaculture structures is required. There are
different types of aquaculture cages that are used for fish- stocks farms in open ocean
environment, as shown in Figure 1.2. However, the objective of this study will focus on
reviewing the work was conducted on the AquaPod net pen cages. Ocean Farm Technology
(OFT)-InnovaSea systems, Inc. manufacture AquaPod cages worldwide and in different
capacities. The largest manufactured Aquapod cage has a capacity of 4700

, geodesic

spherical shape approximately 20 m diameter (Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff 2013).
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Figure 1.2. Types of aquaculture cages. Clockwise from top left: prototype gravity
system, AquaPod net pen, Ocean Cage Aquaculture Technology (OCAT) cage, gravitytype flexible cage, tension-leg system, and rigid-frame fish cage (Vandenbroucke &
Metzlaff 2013).

The AquaPod net pen cage, among other types of cages, is considered a
distinctive containment system for marine aquaculture, not only its rigid spherical shape,
but for other remarkable features; utilizing the coded triangular panels that are
interchangeable and can be tracked to form cages (six faces assemblies method) in
different desired sizes and to track each panel to do the required maintenance to it,
respectively, reducing maintenance cost by replacing the damaged panels only, any joint
(hub) in the structure can be operated as a mooring point, and it can be rotated
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attributable to its rigid spherical geometry. Its spherical shape is constructed from
individual triangular net panels that are fastened together using so-called, Gusset blocks.
These net panels are simply structural members (struts) and netting, as shown in Figure
1.3. These struts are made of recycled HDPE material (lumber), and plastic-coated
welded wire mesh, for the net fabric. A hub connects six panels. Figure 1.4 shows the
details of connecting struts to each other in the panel, and panels to the hub. In addition to
the function of the triangular net panels to construct the spherical shape of the cage, other
panels are utilized as access, feeding window, supporting the floating devices that
provide orientation to the cage, and mooring (Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff 2013).
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Figure 1.3. Details of the structural component-the triangular net panel (building unit) of
AquaPod net pen cage (Vandenbroucke, K. and M. Metzlaff, 2013).
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Figure 1.4. Details of; connected struts in the panels and the connected panels to form the cage
faces, types of hubs, and the types of the panels (InnovaSea Systems 2017).

An advantageous use of the AquaPod net pen cages in addition to their rigid geometry is
the ability to be operated in the marine environment in a depth of water, below the region of
destructive energy of the surface waves and currents (Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff 2013), as
shown in Figure 1.5 (a).
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Different configurations of the grid mooring system are used for either individual or
grouped AquaPod net pen cages. However, this study reviews the most common grid mooring
configuration that InnovaSea Systems Inc. use, i.e., the fully submerged four-points grid mooring
system of a single cage as shown in Figure 1.5 (c).
The geometry of the Aquapod net pen structure is supposed to enable it to maintain its
shape and volume under the effect of strong current or towing. However, the struts of the
AquaPod cage (A4700) and the plastic-coated welded wire mesh net of the panels, didn’t
withstand the synergetic forces, for instance, the damage that took place on A4700, when sea
lions resting on the cage and the following weather severe storm, as shown in Figure 1.1 (right).
The objectives of this research are: (1) to provide a time-dependent evaluation (short- and
long-term) that qualifies the structural use of WPC lumber for struts in the AquaPod structures
during their service life in the marine environment, (2) and to describe the effect of temperature
and immersion on the structural behavior of WPC struts.
The scope of this study encompasses; short-term creep and creep recovery experiments
on WPC specimmens (30-minute creep and 30-minute creep recovery)creep testing, long-term
creep (180-day creep experiments) on WPC and HDPE lumber, and mechanical buckling
evaluation of two connected (fastened) strucutral componentes of the Aquapod cage structure
(triangular panels) . These panels are taken from the 1:4 prototype structure of the AquaPod
A4700 cage.
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Figure 1.5. (a) fully submerged cage, (b) a configuration of grid mooring system of 4 AquaPod
net pen cages, (c) bridle system in grid mooring cell (Vandenbroucke, K. and M. Metzlaff,
2013).
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1.4

Research Objectives
The objectives of the current research are to:


Provide an understanding of the viscoelastic and structural behavior of WPC lumber
in marine structural applications



Investigate the short-term viscoelastic creep and creep-recovery behavior of WPC
lumber under the combined effect of water immersion and temperature.



Describe the creep viscoelastic behavior by modeling it, and implement the model to
predict the WPC lumber viscoelastic behavior for durations longer than the
experimental test duration.



Compare the long-term viscoelastic creep behavior of WPC lumber with viscoelastic
behavior of HDPE lumber.



Compare the structural performance of the structural components of Aquapod net pen
cage made from WPC lumber with the structural performance of the structural
components made from HDPE lumber.

1.5

Organization of the Dissertation Chapters
This dissertation is arranged as a series of six chapters. The focus of chapter two is to

investigate the hygrothermal effect on the short-term creep behavior of extruded thermally
modified wood fiber high strength styrenic copolymer plastic composites (WPCs) on specimens
preconditioned for one month under water immersion (distilled and saltwater). These specimens
were then tested in the same conditions for short-term creep and creep-recovery response using a
submersible clamp. The short-term creep tests of WPC specimens (that are immersed in water as
a function of different temperatures) has not yet been reported in previous studies. The
experiments included measuring 30 minutes of creep and 30 minutes of creep-recovery on the
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specimens immersed in saltwater and distilled water at two different levels of flexural stresses
(9% and 14% of the flexural strength) and three temperature values (25, 35, and 45℃). Chapter
two has been published as a journal article in a peer-reviewed journal.
Chapter three presents the modeling to the hygrothermal short-term creep behavior of the
WPC specimens. Multiple 3-point bending creep/recovery tests were carried out using a dynamic
mechanical thermal analyzer (DMTA) equipped with a submersible clamp. WPC specimens with
15 mm span were subjected to two initial applied stresses; 9 and 14% of the flexural strength in
30 minutes of creep and 30 minutes of creep recovery under the combined effects of temperature
(25, 35, 45 ) and water immersion (saltwater and distilled water). A dry condition WPC control
was used to compare the hygrothermal effects with respect to the control conditions. A power
law model is considered a useful model to describe the creep behavior of WPC specimens with a
15mm span in the control and the saltwater conditions and at 45℃. Chapter three has been
published as a journal article in a peer-reviewed journal.
Chapter four presents a characterization and comparison study to the creep behavior of the WPC
and high density polyethylene (HDPE) lumber in flexure. Three sample groupings of WPC and
HDPE lumber were subjected to three levels of creep stress; 7.5, 15, and 30% of the ultimate
flexural strength for a duration of 180 days. Because of the relatively low initial creep
compliance of the WPC specimens (five times less) compared with the initial creep compliance
of HDPE specimens, the creep deformation of HDPE specimens was six times higher than the
creep deformation of WPC specimens at the 30% creep stress level. Modeling results predicted
that the strain to failure in the HDPE lumber would occur in 1.5 years at 30% Fb flexural stress
while the predicted failure for the WPC would occur in 150 years. Chapter four has been
submitted to a peer-reviewed journal and is still under review.
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The focus of chapter five is on an experimental study to the structural performance of the
connected structural components of the Aquapod cage structure (triangular panels) in buckling.
These panels were made from WPC lumber and HDPE lumber and their buckling evaluation was
discussed and compared, accordingly.
Finally, chapter six provides conclusions of the research that was conducted for this
dissertation. Potential areas of future research are also addressed.
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CHAPTER 2
2

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE HYGROTHERMAL CREEP
STRAIN OF WOOD PLASTIC COMPOSITE LUMBER MADE FROM
THERMALLY MODIFIED WOOD

2.1

Abstract
The hygrothermal effect on the short-term creep behavior of extruded thermally modified

wood fiber high strength styrenic copolymer plastic composites (WPCs) was investigated on
specimens preconditioned for one month under water immersion (distilled and saltwater). These
specimens were then tested in the same conditions for short-term creep and creep-recovery
response using a submersible clamp. The short-term creep tests of WPC specimens (that are
immersed in water as a function of different temperatures) has not yet been reported in previous
studies. The objective of this study was to determine if the hygrothermal creep response of WPC
material evaluated through water immersion differs from the creep response published in the
literature for other environmental exposure conditions. The experiments included measuring 30
minutes of creep and 30 minutes of creep-recovery on the specimens immersed in saltwater and
distilled water at two different levels of flexural stresses (9% and 14% of the flexural strength)
and three temperature values (25, 35, and 45℃). The average creep strain recovery (%) of the
specimens was higher for the specimens immersed in saltwater during testing than the control
specimens. The WPC material is considered to have a potential use in structural applications in
environments where the temperature is below 45℃ because of the following factors: the low
deformation under the short-term sustained loading; the decrease in the deformation rate with
respect to the increase in load duration; maintaining the modulus of elasticity over a range of
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temperatures from 25℃ to 45℃ under sustained load; and the ability to recover more than 69%
of the average creep strain under water immersion when the loading source is removed. The
creep strain fractional increment (CSFI) of the WPC in this study under all conditions was 13%
which is 86% lower than the CSFI of the WPCs reported in previous studies.
2.2

Introduction
The time-dependent behavior of WPCs, particularly creep, has been studied by many

researchers under the effect of temperature (Chang et al. 2014, Pooler & Smith 2004, Tamrakar
et al. 2011). To widen the structural application of WPCs to include, water immersion
applications (Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010), the time-dependent behavior of WPCs under
hygrothermal exposure conditions should be investigated. Temperature (low or high) and
moisture (humidity or water immersion) can degrade or reduce the mechanical properties of the
constituents of the WPC composite, leading to changes in the composite itself. Wood swells
because of water uptake caused by the hydrophilic nature of the wood cell wall material. The
plastic constituent exhibits viscoelastic behavior and time-dependent changes in mechanical
properties produced by thermal effects. Both wood and plastic constituents under hygrothermal
effects will impact the mechanical properties of the WPCs. Microcracks in the interfacial zone
between the polymer and the wood flour particles can be created, and the adhesion between the
wood flour and the plastic will be negatively impacted (Klyosov 2007, Stark 2008).
Tamrakar and Lopez-Anido reported a significant decrease in the mechanical properties
of “water-saturated” specimens compared with dry specimens that were exposed to a range of
temperatures (Tamrakar & Lopez-Anido 2011). Cheng (Cheng 2005) reported the effect of
immersing a WPC sample in osmotic and sea water for 13 months, and found significant
decreases in the mechanical properties of the immersed WPC samples (Cheng 2005). Most
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researchers have studied the time-dependent behavior of WPCs under the effect of temperature.
Kazemi et al. ( Kazemi et al. 2008) studied the effect of water content on creep behavior of
WPCs. Specimens were conditioned in water for 7 and 30 days, respectively, and then tested for
creep and creep-recovery ( Kazemi et al. 2008). Their study showed when the specimens were
conditioned under immersion for a longer duration, the resulting creep strain increased.
However, the moisture content of the specimens was not controlled during the tests, especially
when the creep and creep-recovery experiments were conducted at elevated temperatures. Recent
studies have investigated the combined effect of temperature and the moisture uptake on the
mechanical properties of wood flour-high density polyethylene (HDPE) composites (Fortini &
Mazzanti 2018). In an attempt to widen the structural applications of WPC to include structures
where temperature and moisture are both acting on the WPC, Fortini and Mazzanti (Fortini &
Mazzanti 2018) investigated the combined effect of temperature and the moisture uptake on
reducing the mechanical properties of the WPC. Their study included investigating the reduction
in the mechanical properties related to the combined effect of temperature and moisture via a
Charpy impact test with a load duration less than five seconds. Fortini and Mazzanti did not
investigate the combined effect of temperature and moisture on longer duration tests under
sustained loads.
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) instruments and techniques have helped
researchers conduct a variety of short-term experiments to predict or evaluate the time-dependent
behavior of WPC specimens in a short period of time. This is done to provide a better
understanding of the time-dependent behavior of the material over a longer period.
Bases on researcher interests towards the enhancement of the mechanical properties of
wood particles for WPC manufacture (Chang et al. 2009, Esteves & Pereira 2008), different
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modification methods have been studied. Wood heat-thermal treatment was determined to be one
of the treating processes that improves the mechanical properties of the wood particles related to
the elimination of the hemicellulose, which is the main component for reducing the mechanical
properties of wood particles (Esteves & Pereira 2008). Thermal modification also enhances the
compatibility between the wood particles and the polymer matrix and increases interfacial
bonding (Hosseinaei et al. 2012). The objective of the research presented here was to
experimentally investigate the hygrothermal average (avg.) creep strain and recovery of an
extruded WPC material made from thermally modified wood evaluated under water immersion
and compare it with the creep response published in the literature for other exposure conditions.
2.3

Experimental Program
In this study, a DMTA instrument with a 3-point bending submersible clamp was used to

conduct short-term creep and creep-recovery experiments under the synergistic effects of water
immersion and temperature. These results were compared with those of the dry reference state
of the specimens. WPC materials exhibit distinctive time-dependent behavior related to their
different formulations (i.e., different type of plastic and different types and quantity of the wood
flour). The WPC material used in this study is being considered for application in aquaculture
cages that are submerged marine structures (Gardner 2015), and hence, an understanding and
investigation of the time-dependent avg. creep strain of this material under the effect of water
immersion and temperature is essential.
2.4

Material Preparation

2.4.1 Extruded WPC Material
The WPC specimens with dimensions (L, w, h), 15.0 mm, 7.2 mm ± 0.2mm, 2.7 mm ±
0.2mm (uncertainty in the measurement of the dimensions was reported by computing the
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standard deviation of 190 specimens) were cut and machined from extruded wood plastic
composite lumber with a cross section shown in Figure 2.1, to conduct the DMTA analysis
(creep and creep-recovery experimentation). A 3-point bending submersible clamp was used in
these experiments (Figure 2.2). This clamp has the ability to conduct bending tests on a specimen
submerged in a fluid environment for temperatures between 20

and 80 . The WPC lumber

cross section (Figure 2.1) was produced using a twin-screw Davis-Standard WoodtruderTM in the
Advanced Structures and Composites Center at the University of Maine’s Orono campus (DavisStandard Woodtruder 2018). The WPC examined here is based on a patent-pending formulation
that combines a thermally modified wood flour that was produced at a sawmill in Uimaharju,
Finland and a high strength styrenic copolymer system in an equivalent weight ratio to each of
the two constituents.

Figure 2.1. WPC cross-section with the highlighted regions where DMTA samples were cut
and machined in the longitudinal direction.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of the DMTA submersible 3-point bending clamp used in the
DMTA experiments of WPC specimens with a total specimen span between the
supports (L) of 15mm and a thickness (h) of 2.7mm.

2.5

Elastic Modulus and Material Density
The mean modulus of elasticity (three specimens) of the cut and machined WPC

specimens was computed for the specimens tested in 3-point bending using two different
instruments (non-destructive and destructive): the initial compliance of the creep test that was
conducted on the WPC specimens using the DMTA instrument; the other WPC specimens were
tested using an Instron dual column tabletop electromechanical (10 kN load cell and in strain
control testing). This was done in accordance with ASTM D790 (ASTM) by a linear regression
to the linear region (from 10% to 40%) of the flexural load versus the midspan deflection. A
density evaluation along the thickness was performed using a QMS density profiler model QDP01X for ten WPC specimens with the dimensions (length, width, thickness) 51.6 mm, 50.4 mm,
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and 33.5 mm to determine the density variation between the surface layer of the WPC lumber
and the region in Figure 2.1 where the WPC specimens were cut and machined to be used in
DMTA experiments. The mean of the modulus of elasticity (E) from the 3-point bending tests in
accordance with ASTM D790, and the WPC density are reported in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Mean true modulus of elasticity of WPC specimens obtained from 3-point bending
tests and the mean of the density of the WPC lumber.
E (GPa)

4±0.45

Density of the WPC lumber (kg/m3)

719±9

2.6

The Relationship Between the Modulus of Elasticity (Apparent) and the Length of
The WPC Specimen
To investigate the effect of span length on the variation in the modulus of elasticity, a

typical flexural load-midspan deflection relationship was obtained for three WPC specimens
with different span lengths, and an analysis of variance was performed for the computed
modulus of elasticity and the span length, as shown in Figure 2.3. The flexural load-midspan
deflection tests were performed to failure for the specimens with a span of 61.9 mm. For the
specimens with spans of 50.0 mm and 15.0 mm, the maximum flexural load of the DMTA
instrument did not exceed the linear region of the tested WPC specimens.
2.7

Specimen Conditioning
One goal of the study was to compare the hygrothermal avg. creep strain of the WPC

material in saltwater and distilled water. Instant Ocean® (Ocean®) mix was added to distilled
water to make the saltwater for the conditioning and the testing of WPC specimens. 0.14 kg of
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the Instant Ocean® powder was added and mixed with a 3.79 L of distilled water to make the
saltwater.
According to the procedure recommended by ASTM D570 (ASTM), the mean of the
water uptake (with standard deviation for five specimens at each time the water uptake was
measured) was computed and reported as shown in Figure 2.4. Prior to the water absorption
process to be conducted, the WPC specimens were dried in an oven at 50℃ for 24 hours.
Thereafter, the specimens were immersed in both distilled water and saltwater for one month and
the measurement was conducted at each condition (distilled water and saltwater) at one day, one
week, two weeks, three weeks, and four weeks, respectively. The specimens were then removed
from the water vertically to drain the water from the specimen wiped off using a piece of cotton
fabric, and each were weighed. During the preconditioning time (30 days), the WPC did not
appear to produce any leachate in the absorption container.
The surface layer of the extruded WPC lumber encapsulates the wood particles with
polymer that hinders water uptake by creating a skin layer of polymer at the contact perimeter of
the WPC lumber during the extrusion process (6). In this study, however, WPC specimens were
produced without a skin layer by machining (using a milling machine with a special blade for
cutting plastic-based materials affixed to the head of the milling machine with 150 rpm a rotating
speed of the blade) samples far from the surface of the boards. This exposed more wood particles
to water during the DMTA tests. In addition, the development of the microcracks on the
machined surface of the WPC specimen could also contribute to an increase in water uptake.
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2.8

Calculations of the Maximum Flexural Stress Levels
The 3-point bending tests were performed according to ASTM D790 using the Instron

electromechanical testing machine. The displacement control method of testing was used with an
average strain rate (1.6 mm/min

0.2 mm/min) (ASTM) was applied during the flexural test of

the five tested WPC specimens. Prior to the testing, the five specimens with dimensions (L =
59.7 mm

0.4 mm, w = 7.3 mm

0.3 mm, h = 3.7 mm

0.4 mm) were oven-dried at 50

for 24 hours (ASTM).
2.9

Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA)
Two methods, storage modulus and heat deflection temperature, were used to determine

the glassy region of the material behavior by locating the onset of the glassy region by locating
the glass transition temperature (Tg) at the onset of the change in the storage modulus curve (E’),
as shown in Figure 2.5 (a). A similar approach was used to determine the heat deflection
temperature (HDT) by locating the onset of the change in the load-midspan deflection
relationship of the specimen in the flexural test, as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). DMTA was carried
out using a TA Instruments DMTA Q800 and the 3-point bending submersible clamp to
determine the storage modulus (E’) and tan δ of the WPC at three conditions: dry; submerged in
distilled water; and submerged in saltwater (ASTM, Herzog et al. 2005). Two lines (TA, TB)
were constructed by performing a linear regression of the curve at the regions, before and after
the change in the curve of storage modulus and the midspan deflection, respectively. The
calculation of Tg and HDT was based on the intersection of TA and TB. Specimens with
dimensions 15.0 mm ± 0.0 mm, 7.2 mm ± 0.2 mm, 2.7 mm ± 0.2 mm (the uncertainty in
measurement of the WPC specimen dimensions was reported based on the computation of
standard deviation of 190 WPC specimens) were tested in 3-point bending at 1 Hz frequency and
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with 0.01% constant strain amplitude. Tests were conducted over a range of temperature from
25

to 80 , and at a scanning rate of 3 /min.
The specimens were tested in a fluid environment with a 6:1 span to depth ratio (L/h) (

TA instruments) and the maximum flexural creep stress and the maximum avg. flexural creep
strain were computed and reported accordingly.
2.10 Strain and Strain Recovery
Creep and creep-recovery experiments were performed using the DMTA instrument
model Q800 and using the 3-point bending submersible clamp. A thermocouple extension on the
clamp measured the water temperature at 1mm distance from the WPC specimen (Figure 2.2).
Two different stress levels and three temperatures were used during the experiments and five
replicates for each test were considered. To avoid exceeding 50% of the maximum capacity of
the applied load (18 N) of the DMTA instrument and to keep the maximum applied flexural
stress in the linear region, the stress levels were 9.2 %, and 13.8% of the maximum flexural
strength. Ten minutes of soaking time, prior to the creep and creep-recovery experiment, were
followed by 30-minutes creep and 30-minutes recovery.
2.11 Discussion of Results
2.11.1 Hygrothermal Effect on Glass Transition Temperature and Modulus Of Elasticity
of WPC.
The moisture content of each specimen was determined with respect to the oven dry
weight of the specimens (dry weight). Figure 2.4 shows the water uptake of the WPC specimens
during the month of conditioning. Tg and HDT of the three conditions (dry, saltwater, and
distilled water) were determined as shown and reported in Figures 2.6 (a and b) and Table 2, and
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their values are (44, 38, 41 ) and (44, 45, and 40 ), respectively. The determination of Tg and
HDT for the dry and the distilled water immersed samples showed similar values for all the three
conditions (ca. 40 and 44 , respectively), except for the saltwater condition where HDT was
17% higher than Tg. This difference can be related to the effect of the cross-linking (Chakraverty
et al. 2015) of the polymer and its effect on the segmental relaxation, which reduces the free
volume and increases the HDT, and is believed to occur during the extrusion process of the WPC
(11, 24). Since two regions (Figure 2.1) in the cross section of WPC lumber were selected to
produce specimens for DMTA, this difference in regions for the specimens can lead into a
difference in their storage modulus (modulus of elasticity) produced by the change in the density
across the thickness of WPC lumber (Figure 2.6) (23). This is the reason of having the initial
values of storage modulus of the specimens tested in water immersion (distilled and saltwater) to
be relatively higher than the value of storage modulus in dry conditions (varied from 1.59 to 0.81
GPa). In conclusion, the determination of both Tg and HDT has enabled locating a region for the
range of temperatures between 25 and 45

where the WPC material has the ability to carry

loads.
The Tg and E’ of the WPC material decreased because of hygrothermal effects. The
glassy region for temperatures below Tg represents the region where the WPC material has
rigidity and can be effectively used in structural applications (Mark 2007). The hygrothermal
effect tends to decrease the glassy region extent by decreasing the value of the Tg. Furthermore,
E’ experiences a decrease in its value in this region. This reduction is explained by the motion in
the molecules of plastics accompanied with the onset of transition from a glassy to the rubbery
region. Furthermore, this reduction in Tg and E’ can be related to weakening the interfacial bond
between the wood particles and the plastics of the WPC, when that molecular transition takes
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place . This study showed that the water uptake of the WPC immersed in saltwater is faster than
the water uptake of the WPC immersed in distilled water, and according to Chakraverty
(Chakraverty et al. 2015), this fast rate can be related to the ionic interaction that might occur
between the dissolved salt and the available hydroxyl groups on the thermally modified wood.
However, this rate of water uptake decreased during the immersion time from (56% to 6% to
2%) for the periods 1, 7, and 14 days, respectively, until reaching a constant rate at 21 days, as
shown in Figure 2.4. It is known that wood particles are the source of the water uptake in WPC
(Lenth & Kamke 2007), but in this study, the thermally modified wood of the WPC is less water
absorbent because of the reduction in hydroxyl groups resulting from heat treatment . The
finding in this study conflicts with what other researchers have reported that more tap water is
absorbed in WPC than saltwater, Nonetheless, Kazemi-Najafi (Kazemi & Kordkheili 2011) in
his study, showed that the type of water has a significant effect on the degree of uptake of WPC
(i.e. WPCs absorb more moisture in saltwater than in distilled water). Kazemi-Najafi correlated
the increase in the water uptake produced by the increase in the density of the saltwater
compared with the distilled water, and to the existence of the metallic ions in the saltwater (sea
water) and their ability to sediment on the wood flour and hence, increase the water uptake of the
WPC. Thus, the glassy region of the WPC material immersed in saltwater is narrower than the
glassy region of the dry WPC material and WPC material immersed in distilled water, as shown
in Figure 2.5, respectively. However, the amorphous polymer used in the WPC of this study,
showed a significant plateau that indicates the material maintains the storage modulus (E’) as
shown in the region A of Figure 2.5 (a and b). This response is dependent on the cross-link
density, or on the well-developed interfacial bonding between the modified wood particles and
the polymer matrix in the region below the Tg . However, this feature contradicts with the
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behavior of the conventional WPCs in the previous studies using semi-crystalline polymers.
Therefore, this study suggests that the WPC can be used in structural applications over a range of
temperatures below the Tg.
Table 2.2. Glass transition temperature and heat deflection temperature of WPC under three
different testing conditions: dry, saltwater and distilled water.

Condition of tested

Tg from storage modulus-

HDT from mid-span

specimens

temperature relationship

deflection- temperature

(℃)

relationship(℃)

Dry (D)

44 ± 1

44 ± 2

Saltwater (SW)

38± 2

45 ± 2

Distilled water (DW)

41± 1

40 ± 1

The mean modulus of elasticity (E) was normalized with respect to the modulus of
elasticity of the WPC specimens (with span of 15 mm) at 25°C. This modulus of elasticity was
computed from the initial compliance (reciprocal of the initial compliance) of the creep
experiments in dry (D) condition at 25°C temperature to be 1.4 GPa which is 35% of the true
modulus of elasticity (4 GPa) obtained from the WPC specimens with a span of 59.7 mm in
accordance with ASTM D790. This reduction in the modulus of elasticity can be related to either
the variation in density between the cut and machined specimens and their location from the top
surface of the WPC lumber (i.e. the closer the WPC specimen to the surface layer, the higher the
E value), or to the effect of the span to depth ratio (L/h) and the development of shear
deformation. A density evaluation across the thickness of the WPC lumber was performed using
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a QMS density profiler model QDP-01X, to indicate the reduction in the modulus of elasticity as
a function in the reduction in the density, along the thickness of the WPC lumber. Pavel, et.al
(Pavel et al. 2015) correlated the relationship between the modulus of elasticity and the density
of the material via the specific modulus. The higher the specific density, the higher modulus of
elasticity is indicated. Nonetheless, a 2.6% reduction in the density of the WPC lumber between
the density of the surface layer and the core layer of the WPC lumber as shown in Figure 2.6 was
not considered the primary cause for the reduction in the modulus of elasticity in this study.
Mehndiratta et al. (Mehndiratta et al. 2018) reported an approximately 42% reduction in the
flexural modulus of bi-directional glass fiber reinforced polymer laminate when the span
increased from 32 mm to 65 mm for specimens tested in 3-point bending. Garoushi et al.
(Garoushi et al. 2012) conducted 3-point bending tests on short fiber reinforced composite resin
specimens at six different span lengths: 20 mm; 15 mm; 10 mm; 7 mm; 6 mm; and 5 mm.
Danawade et al. (Danawade et al. 2014) conducted a study to investigate the effect of span to
depth ratio on the obtained value of modulus of elasticity of wood-filled steel tubes. Four
different values of L/h were investigated; 7.09, 14.17, 13.98, and 27.95. The modulus of
elasticity was computed in these four different values of L/h for the; wood beams, the hollow
section rectangular steel tube beams, and the wood filled steel tube beams. Danawade et al.
(Danawade et al., 2014) found that the value of the modulus of elasticity was high when the L/h
values were 27.95 and 13.98 for all the three tested beams. Danawade et al. (Danawade et al.,
2014) findings agreed with the recommended L/h by ASTM. Thus, the modulus of elasticity can
be obtained from the specimens that meet the recommended L/h by ASTM even if the shear
deformation is ignored.
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The true modulus of elasticity (

(shear free modulus of elasticity) is a material

independent property and it should not be considered as a function of the total beam span
between the supports (L), or the L/h ratio (Berube, Lopez-Anido, & Goupee, 2016, Davids et al.,
2017). However, in accordance with ASTM D790, ASTM D2915, ASTM D6109 the shear
deformation can be ignored in the computation of the modulus of elasticity and the resulting
modulus of elasticity can represent the material independent property for the specimens with
large span to depth ratio (L/h ≥ 16)(Danawade et al. 2014, Gibson 2016). Equation 2.1 can be
used to compute the apparent modulus of elasticity when the shear deformation is ignored and
can be used for specimens with L/h greater than or equal to 16. Nevertheless, Equation 2.1 does
not consider the shear deformation in the computation of the modulus of elasticity. To include
the shear deformation ( s) and the flexural deformation ( f) in the computation of the modulus
of elasticity, Equation 2.2 (ASTM), Instruments 2018, Timoshenko & Goodier 1951) can be
used, but the values of (E/G) are difficult to obtain (Ferdous et al. 2016). According to Carlsson
and Pipes (Carlsson et al. 2002), the true modulus (E) of elasticity in the value of E/G is not
known, hence, it can be replaced by the tensile modulus and used in the value of E/G. Carlsson
and Pipes (Carlsson et al., 2002) reported in their study the computed modulus of elasticity
(computed using Equation 2.2) had different values with respect to the values of L/h (from
L/h=20 to L/h=120). In DMTA experiments, it is recommended to account for the shear
deformation when the L/h is smaller than 10 (Instruments, 2018). However, with the assumption
of the WPC as an isotropic and linearly elastic material, the E/G value can be replaced by an
expression that contains Poisson’s ratio (ν) (Dura 2005, Hamel et al. 2014, TA Instruments,
Storage et al. 2013).
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Since this study did not conduct experiments to compute the true modulus (shear free
modulus) or the shear modulus (G), the “standardized value”(ASTM) [the value of the modulus
of elasticity obtained using Eq.1 for the long span in this study (59.7mm)] of the modulus of
elasticity was computed using Equation 2.1, to be 4 GPa.
(2.1)

Where m is the slope of the tangent to the initial straight-line portion of the loaddeflection (P- ) curve, L, w, h are the dimensions of the specimen.

(2.2)

The authors recognize that three replicates is not sufficient to characterize the WPC
material (i.e., ASTM D790 suggests more than five specimens). In some studies (Balma 1999,
Chang 2011, Decew 2011, Fredriksson et al. 2007), three replicates have been used. For
instance, Decew (Decew 2011) conducted a test in accordance with ASTM D638 using three
replicates. For the purpose of illustrating that the reduction in modulus of elasticity in this study
is a function of the span length, three replicates of the relationship between the modulus of
elasticity and the span length were reported, as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. Typical flexural load versus midspan deflection for WPC specimens at
three different span lengths (15, 50, and 61.9 mm) and the ANOVA analysis of the
obtained modulus of elasticity E using Equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.4. Mean of the water uptake of WPC in distilled water and saltwater.
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Figure 2.5. a) Storage modulus and tan δ versus temperature of WPC under three
different testing conditions; dry (D), saltwater (SW), and distilled water (DW), b) Midspan deflection versus temperature of WPC under three different testing conditions; dry
(D), saltwater (SW), and distilled water (DW).
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Figure 2.6. Density profile of the WPC lumber.

Unlike polyolefin-based WPCs that have been reported in previous studies, the WPC
material in dry condition maintained the normalized value of the modulus of elasticity over the
range of temperatures examined (25, 35, and 45 °C) as shown in Figure 2.7. The rate of decrease
in normalized (E) for the specimens conditioned and tested in saltwater and distilled did not
exhibit a linear relationship and the rate of decrease for temperatures higher than 35°C was
smaller than the rate of decrease for the temperature below 35 °C as shown in Figure 2.7. This
low rate of decrease is related to the properties of the styrenic polymer comprising the WPC and
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its ability to maintain modulus of elasticity (E) at elevated temperatures below the Tg. The
hygrothermal effect is attributed to the higher water uptake of the specimens tested in saltwater
compared with the specimens tested in distilled water, and the degradation-decrease in the
normalized (E) of the specimens in saltwater was higher than the degradation in the specimens
tested in distilled water. However, this degradation-reduction produced by saltwater immersion
was higher for the range of temperatures below 35℃, and the reduction was smaller than the
specimens tested in distilled water. This finding can be beneficial for the use of WPC in
aquaculture cages (totally submerged structures) in warmer ocean water (temperature below 45
°C).
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Figure 2.7. Normalized (E) versus temperature at three different testing conditions; dry
(D), saltwater (SW), and distilled water (DW).
2.12 Average Creep Strain and Creep Strain-Recovery of WPC
Strain recovery is governed by the elastic behavior of the viscoelastic material, where the
unrecoverable strain is governed by the viscous behavior. For all the strain recovery data shown
in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.8, the tested WPC specimens under immersion conditions (distilled
water and saltwater) have shown higher strain recovery percentages when compared with the
WPC specimens tested in the dry condition. The immersion in distilled and saltwater increases
the recoverability of the viscous response to be greater than 2% for all the creep experiments
under the different hygrothermal environmental conditions and this is attributed to the water
uptake (i.e. the higher the water uptake, the higher the strain recovery), and this finding agreed
with the findings of Najafi when WPC with 70% wood flour was immersed in water for 30 days
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showed higher creep displacement recovery than the WPC immersed in water for seven days.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the WPC 30 minutes creep and 30 minutes recovery under 3.75MPa of the
maximum applied flexural stress at three different values of temperature 25-45°C at three
different exposure conditions: dry (D); saltwater (SW); and distilled water (DW).
Since the WPC material maintains stiffness over the evaluated temperature range and
unlike the behavior of polyolefin-based WPCs that show a reduction in the modulus of elasticity
as the temperature increases. Further illustration of the maintained behavior of the creep
compliance of the WPC, instead of experiencing high deflection, the specimens exhibit less
deformation when the duration of the sustained load increases under an increase in the
temperature, as shown in the constructed “isochronous curves” in Figure 2.9. Isochronous curves
were constructed using the applied maximum flexural stress-strain relationship for the strains
(average creep strain) at times 5, 15, and 30 minutes and for two cases of conditioning and
testing (dry and saltwater) as shown in Figure 2.9 (a and b) (Gibson, 2016). However, for the
case of saltwater conditioning and testing, the stress strain relationship tends to be nonlinear
(unlike the linear relationship for the dry condition) at 35 and 45 °C. The WPC was studied using
30 minutes creep and 30 minutes creep recovery under two different levels of stresses and under
different hygrothermal conditions (three levels of temperatures and two types of water
immersion). For the 2.5 MPa level of stress (at 25, 35, and 45℃), the values of the 30-minute
creep strain for the WPC specimens conditioned and tested in saltwater were 12, 25, and 7%
higher than the avg. creep strain values of the WPC specimens conditioned and tested in distilled
water, whereas at the 3.75 MPa level of stress, the 30-minute creep strain value of the WPC
tested in saltwater was 8% higher than the avg. creep strain of the avg. creep strain of the
specimens in distilled water at 25 °C, and the avg. creep strain values of the specimens tested in
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saltwater were 21 and 17% lower than the creep strain of the specimens tested in distilled water
at 35 and 45℃, respectively. The reason of having lower avg. creep strain for the WPC
specimens tested in saltwater at 3.75 MPa level of stress and at 35 and 45℃ than the specimens
tested in distilled water can be attributed to maintaining the modulus of elasticity of the WPC at
elevated temperatures under this level of stress.

Figure 2.8. Avg. creep strain and strain-recovery of the WPC specimens subjected to a
maximum flexural stress of 3.75 MPa at three different temperatures 25, 35, and 45℃
and under three testing conditions (D, SW, and DW).
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Table 2.3. Maximum avg. flexural creep strain and strain recovery of WPC in the three different;
conditions, values of temperature, and two levels of maximum flexural stress.
Condition
D=Dry
SW=Saltwater

Applied
Maximum
Flexural
Stress (MPa)

Temperature
(°C)

Maximum
avg. Creep
Strain (%)

Strain
Recovery±
standard
deviation (%)

0.20

72±4

0.48

84±5

0.43

78±3

0.27

67±3

0.66

72±6

0.53

76±5

0.24

65±5

0.75

70±5

0.70

77±3

0.32

66±8

0.53

80±7

0.49

83±6

0.41

74±3

0.62

75±5

0.75

75±6

0.39

70±5

0.69

76±2

DW=Distilled
Water
D
SW

2.5

25

DW
D
SW

2.5

35

DW
D
SW

2.5

45

DW
D
SW

3.75

25

DW
D
SW

3.75

35

DW
D
SW

3.75

45

58

DW

0.81

59

73±5

Figure 2.9.Isochronous stress-strain curves: a) WPC specimens in the dry condition, b)
WPC specimens conditioned and tested in saltwater.
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2.13 Comparison of the WPC Time-Dependent Behavior (Creep Strain) with Previous
Studies
The WPC materials in the literature were made with different formulations, for instance,
untreated pine wood flour particles, and polypropylene as a plastic, or pine wood flour with HDPE
plastic. To quantify the performance of the thermally modified WPC in avg. creep strain with other
formulations in terms of creep behavior, creep strain fractional increment (CSFI) values were
computed for the purpose of comparison as shown in Equation 2.3. For further illustration and
comparison purposes, a 250-minute creep experiment was conducted at the three conditions under
2.5 MPa of the maximum flexural stress and at 45℃ temperature.

(2.3)

It can be concluded from the comparison results reported in Table 4 that the WPC in
this study has a lower increase in avg. creep strain for all the conditions; dry, saltwater,
distilled water. Even though previous studies did not test the WPC in an immersed
environment over a range of temperatures, this study showed lower CSFI for specimens
conditioned and tested in distilled water compared with the finding by. Dry specimens
showed very low time-dependent deformation for specimens tested for 250 minutes. The
reason of this enhancement in the low time-dependent deformation of the WPC can be
related to the thermal treatment of the wood flour and its contribution to increasing the
modulus of elasticity of the wood wall cells, and to the enhanced interfacial bonding between
the wood particles and the polymer. This enhanced time-dependent behavior enables the
material to be used in structural applications especially when low levels of stress are applied.
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Furthermore, the material has potential to be used in marine applications where the material
is immersed in warm tropical waters for instance; the Gulf of California, Mexico, the Pacific
Islands, South Padre Island TX (Buoy 42003), San Juan P.R. (Atlantic Site), Virginia Key,
FL, Key West FL, and Hawaiian Island Coast (Commerce 2018).
Table 2.4. Comparison of WPC creep behavior with previous studies.

Source

Loading
stress

Duratio
n (s)

1800

This paper

al.

Chang

3.75

Flexural

15000

Kazemi et

Applied
stress (MPa)

Flexural

Flexural

1800

600

2.5 MPa

ca 4.2

5
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Condition of testing
or specimen
conditioning

CSFI

D@ 25℃

29%

DW@ 25℃

34%

SW@ 25℃

27%

D@ 45℃

40%

DW@ 45℃

51%

SW@ 45℃

48%

Dry@ 45℃

37%

DW@ 45℃

10%

SW@ 45℃

80%

7 days immersion

58%

30 days immersion

58%

D @ 45℃

95%

2.14 Conclusions
1.

The creep strain fractional increment (CSFI) of the WPC specimens conditioned at the

highest level of temperature and under water immersion was 13% which is 86% lower than the
CSFI of the preconditioned and dry specimens reported in previous studies. The WPC material in
this study maintained (E) at elevated temperatures and exhibited relatively low time-dependent
deformation compared with polyolefinic WPC materials from the literature, most-likely
attributed to its strong interfacial bond between the wood and polymer.
2.

Since water immersion has an ability to mitigate the effect of temperature on the viscous

behavior of the viscoelastic WPC, the ability to recover the deformation after the loading source
was removed was high for the specimens under the synergistic effect of temperature and
immersion, compared with the deformation recovery of the same material under just the
temperature effect. That indicates in addition to the deformation recovery attributed to the elastic
behavior, a recovery to the viscous part of the viscoelastic WPC occurred.
3.

According to the low variation in density along the thickness of the WPC lumber, it is

believed that this material has a unique formulation, hence it has enhanced modulus of elasticity
by maintaining E at higher temperatures over the range of temperatures below Tg, related to the
developed interfacial bonding between the wood particles and the polymer matrix. Furthermore,
the low variation in density suggests good dispersion of the wood flour throughout the thickness
of the WPC lumber and uniform structure of the composite.
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CHAPTER 3
3

MODELING THE HYGROTHERMAL CREEP BEHAVIOR OF WOOD PLASTIC
COMPOSITE (WPC) LUMBER MADE FROM THERMALLY MODIFIED WOOD

3.1

Abstract
The viscoelastic behavior of an extruded wood plastic composite (WPC) made from

thermally modified wood under hygrothermal treatment was studied and modeled. Multiple 3point bending creep/recovery tests were carried out using a dynamic mechanical thermal
analyzer (DMTA) equipped with a submersible clamp. WPC specimens with 15 mm span were
subjected to two initial applied stresses; 9 and 14% of the flexural strength in 30 minutes of
creep and 30 minutes of creep recovery under the combined effects of temperature (25, 35, 45 )
and water immersion (saltwater and distilled water). A dry condition WPC control was used to
compare the hygrothermal effects with respect to the control conditions. The WPC material in
this paper exhibited a linear viscoelastic behavior under the effect of temperature, whereas, a
nonlinear viscoelastic behavior was observed under immersion conditions. A power law model is
considered a useful model to describe the creep behavior of WPC specimens with a 15mm span
in the control and the saltwater conditions and at 45℃. A power law model was used to describe
180-day creep deflection of WPC lumber beams with a 853 mm span subjected to 12 MPa of the
flexural strength in 4-point bending at 50% RH and at 21 . The power law model predicts that
the WPC lumber will reach a flexural strain in outer fiber of 1% in approximately 150 years.
3.2

Introduction
Wood plastic composites, unlike elastic materials, exhibit viscoelastic behavior. Gibson

(Gibson, 2016) reported that thermoplastic composites in general, exhibit a linear viscoelastic
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behavior, and that can be represented as a physical model; for instance, spring-dashpot in a series
arrangement. The spring represents the elastic behavior (i.e., following Hooke’s law) of
thermoplastic composites, whereas the dashpot represents the “Newtonian fluid” viscosity.
However, other researchers (Pooler & Smith 2016) reported that WPC materials exhibit
nonlinear viscoelastic behavior that can be related to the effect of the filler (i.e., the wood flour).
Barbero (Barbero 2013) distinguished between the linear and the nonlinear viscoelasticity
behavior of viscoelastic materials via the stress dependency of the models’ parameters.
To better understand the viscoelastic behavior of WPCs, different models have been
proposed in the literature; Maxwell, power law, generalized Burger’s, standard linear solid,
standard nonlinear solid, Maxwell-Kelvin, linear solid Zener, and improved Zener (a.k.a. Prony
Series) models. The time-dependent viscoelastic behavior of the material based on these models
is governed either by an empirical (mathematical) equation similar to the power law model, or by
the number of the spring and dashpot elements in the model (physical model), and on the
arrangement of these elements (parallel or in series) (Barbero 2013; Gibson 2016; Nuñez et al.
2004; Tajvidi & Simon 2015). Certain models can describe the short-term time-dependent
behavior of the viscoelastic material, whereas, other models can describe the long-term time
dependent behavior of viscoelastic materials.
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) instruments and techniques have helped
researchers to conduct a variety of short-term experiments, to predict or evaluate the timedependent behavior of wood plastic composite (WPC) specimens in a short period of time, and
hence, to provide a better understanding of the time-dependent behavior of the material over a
longer period of time. Tamrakar et al.(Tamrakar et al. 2011) applied a generalized Burger’s
model to describe the strain of WPC and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) specimens under a short-term
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(100 min.) tensile creep test. Pooler (Pooler 2001) used a power law and Prony Series models to
describe the 10 min. and 600 min. creep behavior of WPCs. Xu et al (Xu et al. 2001)
implemented a three parameter power law model to investigate the creep behavior of wood filled
polystyrene/high-density polyethylene. Slaughter used a three parameter power law model to
describe the creep behavior of wood polypropylene plastic composites(Slaughter 2006). Hamel
(Hamel et al. 2011) implemented a two parameter power law model on WPC for seven different
formulations in axial creep experiments.
WPC flexural creep experiments have not been implemented solely for short-term (below
24 hours) behavior using small specimens (DMTA specimens that has the span ≤ 50 mm), but
also long-term (> 24 hrs.) creep implemented on large-scale specimens (WPC specimens have
spans >100 times the size of DMTA specimens) (Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010). For instance,
Brandt and Fridley (Brandt & Fridley 2003) conducted 90-day creep experiments on specimens
with span length of 1830 mm in flexure. Likewise, Hamel (Hamel et al. 2011) conducted creep
experiments for three years in compression, tension on specimens with gage lengths of 12.7 and
57.1 mm, respectively. Hamel (Hamel et al. 2011), further predicted the creep behavior of WPC
in flexure for 90 days for WPC specimens with a span of 2130 mm.
The objective of the research presented here was to characterize the hygrothermal creep
response of a WPC material evaluated under water immersion and compare it with the creep
responses (displacements) published in the literature for other exposure conditions.
In this study, a DMTA instrument with a 3-point bending submersible clamp was used to
conduct short-term creep and creep-recovery experiments under the combined effects of water
immersion and temperature on preconditioned WPC specimens with a 15 mm span, and to
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compare that with the control (reference) dry state of the specimens. The WPC materials exhibit
different time-dependent behavior, attributable to their different formulations (i.e. different type
of plastics and different types and quantity of wood flour). A further description on the creep
behavior of the WPCs was conducted by using 250-minute and 180-day creep experiments using
power law models. The WPC material used in this study has potential for application in
submerged marine structures (Gardner & Han 2010), and hence, an understanding and
investigation of the time-dependent behavior of this material under the effect of water immersion
and temperature is necessary.
3.3

Experimental

3.3.1 Materials and Equipment
3.3.1.1 30-Minute and 250-Minute Creep Experiments
WPC specimens with dimensions (L, w, h), 15.00 mm, 7.24 mm ± 0.18 mm, 2.69 mm ±
0.24 mm were cut and machined from extruded wood plastic composite lumber with width and
thickness equal to 139 and 34 mm, respectively. A dynamic mechanical thermal analyzer
(DMTA) (TA Q800) instrument was used to conduct the creep and creep recovery experiments.
A 3-point bending submersible clamp was used in these experiments as shown in Figure 3.1 a.
This clamp has the ability to conduct a 3-point bending test on a specimen submerged in a fluid
environment over a range of temperatures from room temperature (ca.20℃) to 80 . To ensure
the temperature measurement in the liquid environment is the specimen’s temperature, an
extended thermocouple in the liquid environment of the clamp was located at 1mm distance from
the tested specimen The WPC lumber was produced using a counter rotating twin screw DavisStandard WoodtruderTM in the Advanced Structures and Composites Center at the University of
Maine, Orono, Maine (USA) ("Davis-Standard Woodtruder" 2018).
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3.3.1.2 180-day Creep Experiments
Five WPC lumber specimens with a span length of 853 mm, were loaded in a 180-day
creep experiment in 4-point bending, as shown in the schematic of Figure 3.1 b. The 180-day
experiment was conducted in the creep room at the Advanced Structures and Composites Center
at the University of Maine, Orono, Maine. The relative humidity (RH) and temperature were
controlled during the 180 days to be 50% ± 5%, and 21

± 2 . The WPC examined here is

based on a patent-pending formulation that combines thermally modified wood flour that was
produced at Uimaharju sawmill in Finland with a high strength styrenic copolymer system in an
equivalent weight ratio to each of the two constituents. WPC specimens were preconditioned for
one month in both saltwater and distilled water.
3.3.2 Mechanical Testing
3.3.2.1 DMTA Creep Experiments
To obtain the flexural strength WPC used in the DMTA creep experiments (the cut and
machined specimens), 3-point bending tests were performed according to ASTM D790 using an
Instron dual column tabletop electromechanical testing machine. A 10 kN load cell was used in
displacement control method of testing with an average crosshead speed motion of 1.59 mm/min
0.17 mm/min (ASTM) was applied during the flexural tests of the five WPC specimens,
(ASTM). Prior to the testing, the five WPC specimens with dimensions (L, w, h) (59.68 mm
0.39 mm, 7.25 mm 0.25 mm, 3.73 mm

0.39 mm), were oven-dried at 50

(ASTM).
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for 24 hrs.

Figure 3.1.a) 3-point bending DMTA submersible clamp, b) a schematic of the 180day creep experiment in 4-point bending.

The applied initial flexural stress levels of the WPC specimens in the DMTA experiments were
selected to be 9.20 %, and 13.8% of the ultimate flexural strength. This selection of the stress
levels was made based on the recommendation from previous studies; for instance, Hamel
(Hamel et al. 2011) recommended studying stress levels that are below 20% of the ultimate
stress. Thus, the stress levels in this study were selected to be below 15%. The average ultimate
flexural strength was 27.22 MPa ± 3.88 MPa with a coefficient of variation (COV) of 13% and
hence, the applied initial flexural stresses in the DMTA experiments were 2.5, and 3.75 MPa,
respectively. Three different temperatures (25, 35, and 45

) were evaluated and five replicates

to each stress level were studied on the reference (dry) condition and the preconditioned WPC
specimens (one month immersion) in both distilled water and saltwater immersion, respectively.
Ten minutes of soaking time was applied prior to the DMTA flexural creep and creep-recovery
experiments.
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3.3.2.2 180-day Creep Experiments
The 180-day creep experiments of the WPC lumber (with 853mm length) was conducted
in accordance with ASTM D6112, (ASTM). The applied initial flexural load [(P) as shown in
Figure 3.1 b] in the 180-day creep experiment was 2243.2 N± 15.2 N (12 MPa flexural stress). In
accordance with the loading rate mentioned in ASTM D6109, the maximum applied flexural
load was applied to the WPC specimen during the instantaneous loading phase (four minutes)
with a crosshead rate motion of 39.4 mm/min. This crosshead rate motion was computed using
the equation stated in the ASTM D6109 by considering a strain of 1% at the outer fiber. This
loading rate was similar to the quasi-static rate so that the instantaneous duration is maintained
within the short-time stated in the ASTM D6109 (not less than 10 sec. and not more than 10
min.).
3.4

Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Power Law Model
The relationship between the creep compliance of a material and the stress is shown in Equation
1. Furthermore; in accordance with the ASTM D6109, the creep displacement of the WPC
lumber in 4-point bending test was computed using Equation 2.

(3.2)

(3.3)
where S(t) is the creep compliance,

is the creep strain,

midspan creep deflection (vertical displacement),
length, D is the depth (thickness) of the WPC lumber.
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is the applied stress, d(t) is the

is the creep strain (mm/mm), l is the span

An empirical power law model was used to describe the creep compliance of the WPC in
dry, distilled water, and saltwater conditions. Prior to and during the creep test, both the distilled
water and saltwater immersion WPC specimens were subjected to flexural stresses and range of
temperatures in the immersed environment. The power law, as shown in Equation 3 ( Barbero
2013), is suggested for these experiments based on the assumption of the linear viscoelastic
behavior of the WPC specimens in this study (Gibson 2016). The initial value of the compliance
represents the reciprocal of the modulus of elasticity (E). The power law model was
implemented on the creep compliance vectors obtained from the 30-minute and 250-minute
creep experiments on WPC specimens tested in the DMTA submersible clamp. Parameters of the
model and the initial experimental compliance values are reported in Table 3.1-3.3.
(4.3)
where S(t) is the total creep compliance of the model, S0, S1, n represent the model’s parameters
that can be found from the experimental data fitting using a written code in Matlab ("MATLAB"
1994-2018), and t is the time of the creep experiment. Parameters of the model for each
condition (stress, temperature, and environmental condition) are reported in Table 3.1-3.3. In
addition to reporting the coefficient of determination (R2) that shows the degree of agreement
between the model and the experimental data, and to quantify the degree of the agreement
between the model and the experimental data to each condition, the summation of the square
error (SSE) vector was also reported in Table 3.1-3.3. Figure 3.2 illustrates the viscoelastic
linearity and nonlinearity of the WPC specimens used in this study, whereas, Figure 3.3 and 3.4
illustrate the combined effect of the high value of temperature in this study (45 ) and the water
immersion (saltwater and distilled water) on the creep compliance values of the 30-minute of
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WPC specimens under the 2.5 and 3.75 MPa of the applied initial flexural stresses in logarithmic
scale. Table 3.1-3.3 show that the WPC specimens for the both selected initial flexural stress
levels exhibit a reduction in creep compliance at a temperature of 35 , compared with creep
compliance of the WPC specimens at 25 and 45 . This reduction in the creep compliance at
temperatures below the glass transition temperature (Tg) can be related to the developed
interfacial bonding between the amorphous polymer and the thermally modified wood particles
of the WPC of this study. A similar trend was noticed on the neat and sisal fibers reinforced
polystyrene composites that was studied by Manikandan et al. (Nair et al. 2001), when they
investigated the variation in the storage modulus with respect to temperature to polystyrene
reinforced with different percentages of sisal fibers. According to a study reported elsewhere
(Alrubaie et al. 2019) and according to the constituents of the WPCs used in this study, this
reduction in the creep compliance at 35° is related to the properties of the amorphous polymer of
the WPC and its ability to maintain modulus of elasticity (E) at elevated temperatures below the
Tg and that was observed in storage modulus versus temperature relationship.
3.4.2 The 30-Minute Creep of WPC
To investigate the viscoelastic behavior of the WPC, isochronous curves were
constructed at 5, 15, and 30 minutes to the two applied creep flexural stresses for the purpose of
evaluating whether the WPC exhibits a linear or nonlinear viscoelastic behavior and these
constructed isochronous curves were reported elsewhere ( Alrubaie et al.2019) and as shown in
Figure 3.2. Three conditions were selected for the purpose of illustration and comparison, the dry
(control) and the saltwater (SW) and the distilled water (DW) immersion conditions at 25°C. The
WPC specimens show a linear viscoelastic behavior under the dry condition and nonlinear
viscoelastic at the other immersion conditions. Isochronous curves at different immersion
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conditions and at different values of temperature were reported elsewhere (Murtada Abass A.
Alrubaie et al., 2019).

Figure 3.2. Isochronous curves of the WPC specimens at the creep time; 5, 15, and 30 minutes
at the three different conditions; D, SW, and DW at 25°C.

A preliminary study was conducted to apply different models to describe the behavior of
WPC, and the power law model exhibited the lowest SSE among the other models examined. For
all the cases of the applied flexural stress and hygrothermal conditioning, two distinctive regions
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in the creep compliance curve can be observed; a high creep compliance rate region at the time
below 5 minutes, and a steady-state rate response for a time greater than 5 minutes. These two
distinctive regions are attributable to the behavior of the WPC material by maintaining its creep
compliance and hence, decreasing the deformation under the sustained applied flexural stress (
Alrubaie et al. 2019). This can be observed in dry conditions where the moisture degradation is
not considered. Once the hygrothermal effect is considered, the creep compliance rate in the
steady state region started to increase and it was higher in saltwater, compared with the distilled
water, because it was found the degradation of the saltwater is higher than the degradation of the
distilled water.

Table 3.1. Power law model parameters of the creep compliance curves of WPC specimens
tested in the dry (D) condition.
Condition( Flexural
stress (MPa)Temperature (°C)

Initial
Compliance
(GPa-1)

Power Law ModelParameters (S0, S1, n)

SSE (%)

R2

2.5-25

0.65

0.3485, 0.2813,
0.0649

0.03

0.99

2.5-35

0.90

0.1252, 0.7294,
0.0527

0. 08

0.99

2.5-45

0.68

0.0950, 0.5232,
0.0638

0.20

0.99

3.75-25

0.66

2.72e-04, 1.0798,
0.0360

0. 13

0.98

3.75-35

0.85

5.082e-04, 0.8014,
0.0409

0.10

0.99

3.75-45

0.73

0.1512, 0.5250,
0.0666

0.11

0.99
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Table 3.2. Power law model parameters of the creep compliance curves of WPC specimens
conditioned and tested in saltwater (SW) condition.
Condition
(Flexural stress
(MPa)Temperature (°C))

Initial
Compliance
(GPa-1)

Power Law ModelParameters (S0, S1, n)

SSE (%)

2.5-25

1.58

0.1111, 1.4370, 0.0316

0.29

0.98

2.5-35

1.89

0.0947, 1.6918, 0.0529

0.43

0.99

2.5-45

2.10

1.3114, 0.6977, 0.1162

0.63

0.99

3.75-25

1.11

0.0280, 0.5871, 0.0432

0. 16

0.98

3.75-35

1.33

7.239e-04, 1.2307, 0.0550

0. 17

0.99

3.75-45

1.24

0.8332, 0.3509, 0.1398

0. 28

0.99

R2

Table 3.3. Power law model parameters of the creep compliance curves of WPC specimens
conditioned and tested in distilled water (DW) condition.
Condition
(Flexural stress
(MPa)Temperature (°C))

Initial
Compliance
(GPa-1)

Power Law ModelParameters (S0, S1, n)

SSE (%)

2.5-25

1.42

0.1308, 1.2577, 0.0297

0.14

0.98

2.5-35

1.58

0.1178, 1.3859, 0.0481

0.24

0.99

2.5-45

1.90

0.0193, 1.7394, 0.0605

0.82

0.99

3.75-25

0.97

9.192e-04, 0.9389, 0.0446

0. 17

0.98

3.75-35

1.52

1.102e-04, 1.4215, 0.0597

0. 39

0.99

3.75-45

1.42

0.6509, 0.69, 0.1027

0.42

0.99

75

R2

Figure 3.3. 30-minute creep compliance of WPC specimens (with 15 mm length) subjected to
a maximum flexural stress of 2.5 MPa at 45°C in three different testing conditions; dry (D),
saltwater (SW), and distilled water (DW) conditions.
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Figure 3.4. 30-minute creep compliance of WPC specimens (with 15mm length) subjected to a
maximum flexural stress of 3.75 MPa at 45°C at three different testing conditions; D, DW, and
SW conditions.
3.5

Application of the Power Law Model: 250-Minutes Creep of WPC Specimen
To verify the power law model used in this study to describe the 30-minute creep

compliance of WPC specimens, a 250-minute creep experiment (stress = 2.5 MPa, and
temperature = 45℃) was conducted in dry and immersion environments (distilled water and
saltwater) using the DMTA submersible clamp. The power law model shows good agreement
with the experimental data at all three testing conditions; dry, distilled water, and saltwater, as
shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. 250-minute creep compliance values and models' data fitting of WPC
specimens under σ = 2.5MPa tested at 45℃ in D, DW, and SW conditions.

3.6

Application of the Power Law Model: 180-Day Creep Of WPC Lumber
For the purpose of evaluating the extension of the application of the power law model

from the short-term to include the long-term creep experiments, the power law model was used
to describe the 180-day creep behavior of WPC lumber with a span length 853mm, tested in
creep under a flexural load. The power law model showed good agreement with experimental
creep displacement data, as shown in Figure 3.6. According to ASTM D6109 (ASTM) and to the
Equation 2, the flexural yield strength is computed for the stress corresponding to 1% of the
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flexural strain. Thus, in this study, a prediction of the creep displacement of the WPC lumber is
presented using the power law model. Based on the assumption that the WPC should fail at a
flexural strain in outer fiber of 1%, (similar to the failure strain value mentioned in ASTM
D6109), the computed midspan creep deflection will be 44.9 mm. The WPC lumber in this study
will reach this creep mid-span deflection under a sustained flexural stress (11.8 MPa ± 0.08
MPa) after approximately 150 years, as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6. 180-day creep displacement of WPC specimens under 2243 N± 15.20 N of applied
flexural load in a four-point bending test configuration.
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Figure 3.7. Implementation of the power law model that was used in the description of creep
behavior of 30-minute creep, 250 minutes, and 180-day creep to predict the time-dependent
displacement of WPC lumber in flexure.
3.7

Comparison of WPC Creep Response and the Predicted Creep Lifetime of Previous
Studies
To evaluate the time-dependent behavior of the WPC used in this study, a
comparison to the predicted creep displacement of the WPC studied in this paper and the
WPCs studied by other researchers is reported in Table 3.4. The short-term viscoelastic
extrapolated creep techniques, for instance, the time-temperature or time-temperaturestress superposition (Chang et al. 2013, Hadid et al. 2004, Pedrazzoli & Pegoretti 2014,
Tajvidi et al.2005, Tamrakar et al. 2011) are used to have an understanding of the long-
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term behavior of the viscoelastic material (WPC) by applying the principle of
superposition and superimpose the short-term relationships to construct the master curve
that describes the viscoelastic behavior of the WPC at longer duration of testing.
However, these extrapolated experiments encompassed exposing the WPC specimens to
high temperature (above the glassy region of the material) and the WPC specimens used
in the experiments are small (below 50mm) compared with the size of the WPC members
in service. Thus, the prediction of the long-term viscoelastic behavior of these specimens
are not representative of the viscoelastic behavior of the WPC members in service,
especially when the exposure temperature of the member in service is usually below the
glass transition temperature of the material. Besides, the difference in size of the
specimens used in the extrapolated experiments and the size of the member in service and
the accompanied change in the mechanical properties resulting from these differences
(Chang et al. 2013; Garoushi et al. 2012; Mehndiratta et al. 2018; Nuñez et al. 2004;
Pedrazzoli & Pegoretti 2014, Pooler & Smith 2016, Stark 2008, Struik 1989, Tajvidi et
al. 2005, Tamrakar et al. 2011). Furthermore, these techniques are implemented on the
assumption of the linear viscoelasticity and hence the principle of superposition on the
short creep curves can be applied, whereas, the WPCs in this study showed a nonlinear
viscoelastic behavior under the combined effect of temperature and water immersion.
Thus, the extrapolated techniques cannot be used to predict the hygrothermal behavior of
the WPC specimens in this study.
The viscoelastic models are another tool (approach) in addition to the
extrapolated techniques are utilized to describe the viscoelastic behavior of the WPC for
longer durations than the experiments’ durations. However, both the extrapolated
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techniques and the viscoelastic models do not describe the viscoelastic behavior in the
tertiary region. Likewise, the model of this study has not considered the prediction of the
creep behavior in the tertiary region, even though it predicted the creep behavior for 150
years. The creep lifetime prediction can be used to evaluate the WPC in the primary and
the secondary regions. Barbero (Barbero 2013) emphasizes the importance of studying
the time dependence of the viscoelastic behavior of the material in structural applications
in the primary and the secondary regions. The power law model in this study and unlike
the previous studies, was applied for different; time-durations, specimens lengths, and
testing conditions (temperature only or hygrothermal). The model showed good
agreement with the different hygrothermal conditions in addition to the different test
durations and at different specimen lengths, compared with previous studies, as shown in
Table 3.4. In accordance with ASTM D6815 (ASTM), the WPC in this study can attain
the acceptable fractional creep limit in approximately 10 years whereas the deflection
limit L/20 (Shao et al. 2006, Slaughter 2006) of the WPC of this study can be reached in
approximately more than 150 years. Furthermore, and according to Shao (Shao et al.
2006) when a 70% increase to the initial creep deflection is expected to occur during the
service life of the pultruded FRP sheet pile, the expected 70% increase to the initial
deflection of the WPC in this study is predicted to be in four years.
For most of the experimental conditions, the parameter (n) in the power law
model of this study was dependent on hygrothermal effects (i.e. the value of n increases
with the increase of temperature). However, power law models used in previous studies
had an independent parameter (n), as was found in the models used by Hamel et
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al.(Hamel et al. 2011; King & Hamel 2013). However, a similar temperature dependency
to the power law model parameter (n) was observed in Pooler’s study (Pooler 2001).
The WPC material in this study shows a potential to be used in applications in
dry environments where the values of the temperature are below the maximum
temperature used in this experiment (45

) and subjected to low levels of applied

stresses. Whereas, the time-dependent performance of the WPC materials used in the
studies reported by Tamrakar (Tamrakar et al. 2011) and Alvarez-Valencia (AlvarezValencia et al. 2010) have shown a potential of the WPC used in their study to be used in
structural applications, but with the belief of having shorter lifetime of the WPC material
used in this study as shown in Table 3.4, attributable to the predicted creep tensile
displacement and the experimental creep mid-span deflection, respectively.
In accordance with; ASTM D790, ASTM D2915 (ASTM), and ASTM D6109
(ASTM), the shear deformation can be ignored in the computation of the total midspan
deflection when the used span to depth ratio (L/h) is greater than or equal to 16.
However; the L/h ratio used in this study for the DMTA experiments was six. Thus, an
investigation was required for the accountability or the ignorance of the shear
deformation of the short span (L/h <16. The inclusion of the shear deformation is
considered in the computation of the modulus of elasticity (E). In the DMTA
experiments, the modulus of elasticity is computed by the multiplication of the stiffness
(applied flexural force divided by the measured vertical displacement) of the tested WPC
specimen by the geometry factor (GF), as shown in Equation 4. To account for the shear
deformation, the GF has been modified to make the measured vertical midspan
displacement to include the shear deformation component in addition to the bending
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deformation component, as shown in Equation 5 ( TA Instruments 2018, Storage et al.
2013). Thus, by substituting the GF obtained from Equation 5 in Equation 4, the
computed modulus of elasticity is computed by accounting the shear deformation, and
this Equation is analogous to Timoshenko’s theory of beam deflection (Timoshenko &
Goodier 1951) where the shear deformation component is included in the computation of
the total midspan deflection.
(3.5)

Where the value GF in case of ignoring the shear deformation equals to L3/4wh3.
(3.6)
Where ν is Poisson’s ratio. However, Poisson’s ratio was not computed in this study.
Thus, a value of ν was adopted from the previous studies conducted by Hamel et
al.(Hamel et al. 2014) and Dura (Dura et al. 2005) to be 0.33. These computations were
conducted with the assumption that the WPC behaved as linearly elastic and an isotropic.
The computed values of the elastic moduli for the WPC specimens with L/h=16 and
L/h=6 with the inclusion of the shear deformation were 3% and 12.5% higher than the
computed moduli with the ignorance of the shear deformation.
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Table 3.4. Comparison of the experimental and predictied creep lifetime of WPCs .
Source

This Paper

Alvarez
(AlvarezValencia
2010)

Tamrakar
(Tamrakar et
al. 2011)

Loading configuration

4-point bending

4-point
bending

Tensile

Value of the applied stress (MPa) or
load (N)

12(MPa), 2243(N)

11,700(N)

5.45(MPa)

Length of the WPC specimen (mm)

853

4700

246

Condition of testing and/or the
specimen conditioning

21 @50%RH

∼20 @∼350%

Dry@ 21℃

Predicted failure occurrence (years)

154

-

∼1.5

Maximum experimental, and
predicted creep displacement value
(mm), respectively.

14.60, 44.9

Ca 86, -

4.77, -

Conclusions
1.

The WPCs in this study have the potential to be used in marine applications (warm water

regions) because of the high level of creep recovery after the low sustained load is removed
resulting from maintaining the creep compliance at temperatures between 25-45℃, and the
reduced water uptake attributed to the thermally treated wood fibers used in the WPCs.
2.

The WPC in this study has a potential to be used in long-term application where low

sustained flexural stresses (below 15% of the flexural strength) are applied.
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3.

The viscoelastic behavior of the studied WPC material (whether linear viscoelastic or

nonlinear viscoelastic) was characterized in this study as a function of hygrothermal effects.
4.
45

Limiting the increase in creep compliance in the range of temperatures between 25 and
(at 35

)in dry condition to be lower than 39% at the both flexural stress levels (related to

formulation of the WPC in this study) is useful for the considering this material in environments
over a range temperatures below 45 .
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CHAPTER 4
4

FLEXURAL CREEP BEHAVIOR OF HDPE LUMBER AND WPC LUMBER MADE
FROM THERMALLY MODIFIED WOOD

4.1

Abstract
The application of wood plastic composite lumber as structural members in a marine application

is challenging based on the tendency of WPCs to creep and absorb water. A novel patent pending WPC
formulation that combines a thermally modified wood flour and a high strength styrenic copolymer has
been developed with advantageous viscoelastic properties compared with the conventional WPCs (low
initial creep compliance and creep rate). In this study, the creep behavior of the WPC and high density
polyethylene (HDPE) lumber in flexure was characterized and compared. Three sample groupings of
WPC and HDPE lumber were subjected to three levels of creep stress; 7.5, 15, and 30% of the ultimate
flexural strength (Fb) for a duration of 180 days. Because of the relatively low initial creep compliance of
the WPC specimens (five times less) compared with the initial creep compliance of HDPE specimens, the
creep deformation of HDPE specimens was six times higher than the creep deformation of WPC
specimens at the 30% creep stress level. Power law model results predicted that the strain (3%) to failure
in the HDPE lumber would occur in 1.5 years at 30% Fb flexural stress while the predicted strain (1%)
failure for the WPC would occur in 150 years.

4.2

Introduction
Wood plastic composites (WPCs) are commonly used for deck boards and railings

attributable to their low maintenance and durability compared with conventional pressure-treated
lumber (Klyosov 2007). However, extensive efforts have been made to expand the use of WPCs
to include the structural applications (Alvarez-Valencia 2010, Dura 2005, Gardner & Han 2010,
Haiar 2000, Hamel et al. 2011, Kahl 2006, Slaughter 2006) because of their mechanical
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properties, longer lifetime, and their competing commercial prices with the conventional types of
lumber (Alvarez-Valencia 2010, Bright & Smith 2007, Haiar 2000, Slaughter 2006, Tamrakar &
Lopez-Anido 2011). Furthermore, WPCs made from thermally modified wood have shown
potential to be used in structural applications, since they have been shown to exhibit relatively
low time-dependent deformation under sustained flexural loads (Alrubaie et al. 2019, Alrubaie et
al. 2019). Likewise, plastic lumber is also used in low-cost structural applications. One type of
plastic lumber, high density polyethylene (HDPE) lumber, is used in the construction of
aquaculture-offshore fish cages (a.k.a. Aquapod Net Pen cages) (InnovaSea Systems,
Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff 2013). However, HDPE lumber has experienced damage during its
service life attributable to exposure to severe ocean conditions (wave action and high
temperatures during the summer, ca. 48

in the Gulf of Mexico(Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff

2013)) and when these cages are partially surfaced and not submerged (Vandenbroucke &
Metzlaff 2013), predators; for instance, the lounging sea lions caused damage to the exposed
struts of the structure of the cage (in the partially surfaced cages) (Commerce, Gardner 2015,
InnovaSea Systems), as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Buckled Aquapod cage made from HDPE lumber and netting (covered with
biofouling) with two lounging sea lions on the exposed struts (InnovaSea Systems 2015).

The need to have a material that has a reasonable cost for the construction of aquaculture
cages that also exhibits satisfactory structural performance during the service life of these cages
suggests that WPC lumber can be considered a potential alternative to HDPE lumber (Alrubaie et
al. 2019, Alrubaie et al. 2019). Although WPCs have been explored for use in structural
applications, the material’s long-term behavior is still a subject of concern among researchers
especially in wet applications. WPC lumber exhibits viscoelastic behavior. When a constant
stress is applied to the viscoelastic material, the summation of the elastic strain (instantaneous
strain) and the time-dependent strain will represent the total strain (creep strain) of the
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viscoelastic composite material (Barbero 2013, Gibson 2016). One dimensional (1D) viscoelastic
models (power law, Maxwell, Kelvin, Prony series, and four element viscoelastic model) have
been used in previous studies to describe both the short, and long-term creep-behavior of
viscoelastic materials (Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010, Pooler 2001, Slaughter 2006, Tamrakar et
al. 2011) . Alrubaie (Alrubaie et al. 2019) implemented a 1D power law viscoelastic model to
describe the 180-day creep behavior of WPC lumber made from thermally modified wood with a
span of 853 mm in 4-point bending (flatwise). Alvarez-Valencia (Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010)
conducted a full-scale 90-day creep rupture in 4-point bending of a Z-shape WPC sheet piling
with 4.70m in length, to evaluate the time-dependent structural behavior of the WPC sheet
piling, and the 1D Findlay’s power law model was used to predict the creep behavior of the WPC
sheet piling that has shown good agreement with the experimental data. Dura (Dura 2005)
conducted one, seven, and 15-day creep experiments on WPC dumbbell shaped tensile
specimens in at 15, 30, and 45% of the average tensile strength, to evaluate the time-dependent
behavior of the WPCs. In addition to the creep in tension, Dura ( Dura 2005) also conducted
creep tests in compression at the same stress levels used for tensile creep experiments, but with
respect to the average maximum compression stress and to the same creep duration. Many
researchers (Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010, Dura 2005, Hamel 2011) have studied the large-scale
flexural creep behavior (i.e. the WPC specimens had length to span ratios (L/h) exceeding the
value recommended by ASTM International, (2013) for WPC specimens. Dura (2005) conducted
a 90-day flexural creep experiments (edgewise) on WPC specimens with a span length of 2515
mm with and without a layer of fiber reinforced polymer layer (FRP) and their creep behaviors
were reported. (Dura 2005). Dura (Dura 2005) used the experimental response to verify a
nonlinear 1D long-term viscoelastic model. Alvarez-Valencia ( Alvarez-Valencia 2010)
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conducted a flexural creep rupture experiment on Z-shape WPC sheet pile with a span length of
4700 mm subjected to 55% of the flexural load at failure (11.7 kN). Hamel (Hamel et al. 2014)
performed a three-year tensile creep test experiment on WPC dumbbell shaped specimens
subjected to two different level of stresses, 20% and 50% of the average maximum stress at
failure, to predict the creep behavior of 2.13m WPC boards in flexure. Hamel (Hamel et al.
2014) developed a 2D finite element (FE) model that predicted the flexural creep behavior
(edgewise) based on the uniaxial quasi-static testing using Abaqus ("Abaqus/CAE "2017)
software. However, Hamel (Hamel et al. 2014) and other researchers (Alvarez-Valencia et al.
2010, Dura 2005, Slaughter 2006) have not implemented a finite element analysis to model the
long-term creep behavior of WPC (Hamel et al. 2014).
The two objectives of the research presented here were: (1) to experimentally
characterize the long-term (180 days) flexural creep behavior (flatwise) of WPC lumber made
from thermally modified wood and compare it with the flexural creep behavior of HDPE lumber
currently used in the construction of aquaculture fish cages (Aquapod Net Pen cages), and (2) to
implement a power law model to describe the long-term viscoelastic creep behavior of WPC and
HDPE lumber in flexure (flatwise) for a duration of 180 days, respectively. Furthermore, the
model was implemented to predict the occurrence failure at the outer layer of the WPC and
HDPE lumber for a duration longer than the 180 days.
In this study, thirty 4-point bending creep frames (flat wise) located in a climate
controlled creep room in the Advanced Structures and Composite Center (ASCC) at the
University of Maine, Orono, Maine, USA were utilized to conduct 180-day creep experiments in
4-point bending (flatwise) of the WPC and HDPE lumber subjected to three different levels of
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stresses and each level of stress was applied to five specimens (i.e., the total number of WPC and
HDPE specimens is 30).
4.3

Experimental

4.3.1 Material
The WPC lumber with cross section dimensions [width (w), thickness (h)], (139 mm,
33.5 mm) was produced using a twin-screw Davis-Standard WoodtruderTM in the ASCC at the
University of Maine, Orono, Maine [20]. The WPC lumber cross section has two grooves along
the longitudinal direction (extrusion direction) of the lumber at the top layer with 3 mm width
and 1.8 mm depth, and these grooves are located at 21.9 mm from the short edges of the WPC
lumber, as shown in the cross section A-A in Figure 4.2(A). The WPC examined here is based on
a patent-pending formulation combining thermally modified wood flour that has been produced
at Uimaharju sawmill in Finland and a high strength styrenic copolymer system in an equivalent
weight ratio to each of the two constituents. Section A-A in Figure 4.2 (A) shows the cross
section of WPC and HDPE lumber. However, a simplifying assumption was made to consider
the WPC cross-section is a rectangular cross-section and eliminate the grooved areas at the top
layer in the computations. The commercially available HDPE lumber has a rectangular cross
section with the width of 140 mm and the thickness of 38 mm is used in the construction of the
Aquapod Net Pen cages and was provided by InnovaSea [11], to conduct this study.
4.3.2 WPC And HDPE Sample Preparation
WPC and HDPE lumber specimens with cross section dimensions (width, thickness),
(139 mm, 33.5 mm) and (140 mm, 38 mm), respectively, were cut in an adequate length to fit the
span of the creep test rig, 853 mm with an adequate length for the overhang at each support of
the test rig [51 mm at each overhang (a) in Figure 4.2 (A)], as shown in Figure 4.2 (B). To
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achieve the magnetic mounting of the string potentiometer that measures the creep deflection to
the mid-span of the specimens, 3- minute flame treatment to each specimen and followed by a 5minute epoxy to adhere a square metal piece (19 × 19 mm) to the mid-span of each specimen
(flatwise) at the compression outer fibers. Thereafter, a magnetic hook was mounted on the
square metal and the string potentiometer was attached to the hook during the creep loading, and
hence, the creep mid-span deflection was acquired, accordingly.
4.3.3 180-Day Creep Experimental Setup
Prior to the creep loading and in accordance with ASTM D618, WPC and HDPE
specimens were preconditioned in the climate control creep room at the ASCC for one week.
Thereafter, and according to ASTM D6109 and ASTM D6815 (ASTM), the long-term WPC and
HDPE specimens were loaded in 4-point bending (flat wise) with values of L/h of 25 and 22,
respectively. The relative humidity (RH) and temperature were controlled during the 180 days of the
creep experiment to be 50 5% and 21 2

The crosshead speed used to load the WPC and HDPE

specimens for creep was the same crosshead speed used in the quasi-static testing to obtain the
mean ultimate flexural stress (i.e. to ensure the initial applied loading will be applied to the
specimens not less than one minute and not greater than 10 minutes). The measurements and the
recording of the; applied flexural level, creep displacements, and the relative humidity and the
temperature of the climate control creep room, were managed by a data acquisition system
(DAQ) located at the climate control room at the ASCC at the University of Maine, Orono, ME,
USA. Based on the applied flexural stress level relative to the flexural strength (Fb), the WPC and HDPE
specimens have been divided into three groups: 7.5% of Fb, 15% of Fb, and 30% of Fb, respectively.
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4.4

Quasi-Static Tests

Figure 4.2. A) Four-point bending test configuration used for both quasi-static tests and creep
tests, B) Creep frames experimental setup.
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To obtain the apparent elastic modulus (E) and the mean of the flexural strength, five
specimens of each of the WPC and HDPE lumber were cut with a span to depth ratio 16:1 with
an adequate overhang length over the supports of the fixture, and were tested in 4-point bending
in accordance with ASTM D6109, as shown in Figure 4.2 (A). The support spans of the WPC
and HDPE specimens were L=545 mm and L=620 mm, respectively. The crosshead rate used on
the WPC and the HDPE specimens during the 4-point bending test were selected in accordance
with ASTM D6109 (ASTM), to be 15.9 and 18 mm/min, respectively. For the 180-day creep
experiments, three levels of flexural creep stress were applied to the WPC and HDPE specimens
(five specimens in each level). These three levels were: 7.5%, 15%, and 30% of the mean of the
flexural strength obtained from the quasi-static tests. These three levels were; 7.5%, 15%, and
30% of the mean of the flexural strength obtained from the quasi-static testing, as shown in
Figure 4.3. The selection of the stress levels was made based on; (1) the use of the WPC and
HDPE lumber in submerged Aquapod net pen cage is expected to be under low stresses (the
structural members of the cage does not carry the weight of the cage, except to withstand the
mooring and the buoyancy system (InnovaSea Systems 2015, Page 2013, Vandenbroucke &
Metzlaff 2013), (2) researchers in previous studies (Chassagne et al. 2005, Dura 2005, Hamel
2011, Hamel et al. 2013, King & Hamel 2013, Tamrakar et al. 2011) have studied the creep
behavior of WPCs under stress levels that were greater than or equal to 30% and recommended
further studies using low stress levels (Chang et al. 2011, Hamel et al.2011), thus, it is important
to investigate the creep behavior of WPCs under low stress levels. Table 4.1 shows the values of
the apparent elastic modulus of the WPC specimens and the HDPE with their coefficient of
variation (COV) and the selected levels of the creep flexural stress. The determination of the
apparent elastic modulus of WPC and HDPE specimens was performed in accordance with
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ASTM D6109 (ASTM), by computing the slope of the line obtained from the linear regression to
the linear portion in the load-midspan deflection curve. Since the span to depth ratio (L/h) of the
tested WPC and HDPE specimens was 16 which met the recommended L/h in the ASTM
standards, the shear deformation was ignored in the computation of the apparent elastic modulus
(further discussion on shear deformation in the computation of the elastic modulus of the WPCs
with similar formulation was described elsewhere (Alrubaie et al. 2019, Alrubaie et al. 2019)).
Then, the flexural strength (Fb) was determined: (1) for WPC, as the ultimate flexural stress at
midspan at failure, (2) for HDPE, as the flexural stress at midspan corresponding to 3% of outer
fiber strain. The results are reported in Table 1. The mechanical properties of the HDPE lumber
tested in this study agreed with the mechanical properties reported in the data sheet of the
manufacturer (Tangent Technologies, 2015). In accordance with ASTM D6109, the flexural
strength is determined as the maximum stress in the outer fibers at failure or when the strain in
the outer fibers equals 3%, whichever occurs first.
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Figure 4.3. Stress-strain relationship curves of the a) WPC and b) HDPE lumber, respectively,
in 4-point flexural test.
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Table 4.1. Values of elastic modulus (E), flexural strength, and the applied creep stress level of
WPC and HDPE lumber obtained from 4-point quasi-static testing.

Applied Flexural
Applied stress
Material

E (GPa)

Mean Fb (MPa)

Creep Stress

level
Level (MPa)

7.5% Fb

WPC

HDPE

15% Fb

2.98 0.08

4.34 0.26

41.2 4.53

5.88 0.04

30% Fb

11.84 0.09

7.5% Fb

1.14 0.05

15% Fb

0.93 0.03

30% Fb

14.1 0.70

2.22 0.04

4.4 0.09
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4.5

Discussion of Results

4.5.1 Determination of the Creep Stress Levels
The applied flexural stress levels for WPC and HDPE lumber were selected to be as
percentages of the mean of the flexural strength obtained from the quasi-static tests, Fb=41.2
MPa, and Fb=14.1 MPa, respectively. Thus, the flexural creep stress levels applied on the three
groups of each of WPC and HDPE lumber were approximately 7.5%, 15%, and 30% of the
ultimate flexural strength, as shown in Table 4.1.
4.5.2 Experimental Comparison Between the Long-Term Creep of WPC and HDPE
Lumber
Three levels of stress were applied on each group of five specimens of WPC and HDPE
lumber. The mean of the mid-span creep deflection of each group of WPC and HDPE lumber
was reported, as shown in the log-log space axes Figure 4.4.
In accordance with ASTM D6815 (ASTM), the acceptance criteria of the creep behavior
of the specimen is evaluated via: (1) the decrement in the creep rate (all the subsequent creep rate
data should be decreasing during the duration of the creep test), (2) the fractional deflection (FD)
should not exceed 2, which is obtained from dividing the mid-span creep deflection at the end of
the creep experiment by the initial mid-span deflection (D0)(ASTM). The values of initial
midspan displacement measured during the first four minutes of the creep test and were reported
in Table 4.2. The creep rate in this study was measured at each 30 days as reported in Table 3.
Table 4.3 shows the 30-day creep rate of the three groups of each of WPC and HDPE specimens
during the 180-day creep experiment. It can be seen that the values of the WPC fractional
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deflection under the three different flexural stress levels were within the acceptable limit
recommended by ASTM D6815, whereas, the values of the HDPE fractional deflection failed to
meet the recommended fractional deflection limit. However, all the WPC and HDPE groups
exhibited a decreasing creep rate during the 180-day creep experiment as reported in Table 4.3,
except a noticeable increase in the creep rate of the HDPE group-15% Fb for the time between
the 150 and 180 days. This increase can be attributable to the assumption that the creep of HDPE
specimens entered the steady-state of creep in the secondary region (ASTM).
For further comparison between the creep behavior of WPC and HDPE specimens, a
statistical analysis of variance study (ANOVA) of the mid-span creep deflection of each
specimen at each group of the WPC and HDPE was conducted and the results shown in Figure
4.5. At the applied flexural stress level of 7.5% of the flexural strength, HDPE specimens
showed a mid-span creep deflection exceeding two times the mid-span creep deflection of the
WPC specimens. As the levels of applied flexural stress increased from 7.5% to 15% and 30%,
the HDPE specimens showed mid-span creep deflections exceeding five times and seven times
the mid-span creep deflection of the WPC at the same applied flexural levels of stress,
respectively. The rate of increase in the mid-span creep deflection between the HDPE specimens
subjected to 7.5 and 15% (i.e., HDPE specimens for-7.5% Fb, and15% Fb) of the flexural
strength was below 150%, whereas it was below 35% for the WPC specimens (WPC specimens
in group-7.5% and 15% of Fb). When the applied flexural stress levels increased from 15% to
30% of the flexural strength, the creep rate between groups-15% and 30% of Fb was below
215% for the HDPE specimens, and below 110% for WPC specimens. This low time-dependent
mid-span deflection creep behavior of the WPC specimens compared with the behavior of HDPE
specimens can be anticipated based on their initial compliances (the reciprocal of the elastic
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modulus); 0.232 GPa-1 and 1.11 GPa-1, respectively. In regards to the comparison of the timedependent viscoelastic behavior of the WPC with the WPC in previous studies; a short-term
time-dependent behavior comparison of the WPC with the same formulation of WPC in this
study was presented elsewhere (Alrubaie et al. 2019), and Alrubaie et al. (Alrubaie et al., 2019)
have presented a comparison between the creep behavior of the group-30% of Fb of WPC
presented in this study and the creep behavior of WPC from previous studies. Thus, a
comparison to the creep behavior of the WPC used in this study with WPC material from
previous studies is not discussed here.

Table 4.2. Initial midspan deflection (D0) of WPC and HDPE lumber at three different stress
levels.
Material % of Fb

D0 (mm)

WPC-7.5%

2.96

WPC-15%

5.8

WPC-30%

11.3

HDPE-7.5%

5.5

HDPE-15%

8.74

HDPE-30%

18.71
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Figure 4.4. Time-dependent mid-span creep displacement for WPC and HDPE specimens at
different stress levels.
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Table 4.3. Values of creep rate deflection (D) (mm) of all the groups of WPC and HDPE
specimens at 30th, 60th, 90th, 120th, 150 and 180th day respectively and the fractional deflection
(FD) at the 180th day with respect to initial deflection D0.

Creep rate

Material -% of Fb

and FD
WPC-

WPC-

WPC-

HDPE-

HDPE-

HDPE-

7.5%

15%

30%

7.5%

15%

30%

D30-D0

0.54

0.99

2.35

7.31

15.57

72.54

D60-D30

0.13

0.21

0.57

0.77

1.72

7.80

D90-D60

0.12

0.28

0.45

0.51

1.04

4.62

D120-D90

0.05

0.12

0.35

0.36

0.65

3.45

D150-D120

0.08

0.12

0.29

0.25

0.5

2.87

D180-D150

0.06

0.09

0.23

0.22

0.62

2.47

FD180

1.22

1.33

1.28

2.71

3.88

5.11
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Figure 4.5. a) Statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) that investigates the reduction in creep
rate of the WPC specimens subjected to three applied flexural creep stress levels. b) ANOVA
that investigates the reduction in creep rate of the HDPE specimens subjected to three applied
flexural creep stress levels.
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4.5.3 Time-Dependent Creep Modeling
An empirical power law model was used to describe the 180-day mid-span flexural creep
displacement. The model showed a good degree of agreement with the experimental data of the
WPC and HDPE lumber in 4-point bending creep test (flatwise). Based on the assumption that
the WPC should fail at a flexural strain in outer fiber of 1%, and the HDPE lumber should fail at
a flexural strain in outer fiber of 3% (similar to the failure strain value mentioned in ASTM
D6109), the computed mid-span creep the predicted failure occurrence for WPC and HDPE in
flexure and under a flexural stress of 30% of Fb will occur after 150 years and 1.5 years,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6. To investigate the stress-independency behavior (viscoelastic
behavior) of the WPC and HDPE lumber with regards the three applied stress levels (7.5%, 15%,
and 30% of Fb), a power law model was implemented to describe the normalized mid-span creep
displacement behavior (d(t)). Equation (4.1) describes the normalized midspan creep
displacement behavior.
(4.1)

Where d(t) is the time dependent midspan deflection. For a 4-point bending test configuration,
the initial mid-span creep displacement (D0) is related to the applied flexural stress, as shown in
Equation 4.2.
(4.2)
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Where

and E are the flexural stress and elastic modulus, respectively, L is the support span,

and h is the depth of the WPC and HDPE specimen. The normalized mid-span creep
displacement is predicted, as shown in Equation 4.3.
(4.3)
where d1 and m are the stress-independent power law parameters. These parameters (d1 and m)
were computed from the experimental least square error data fitting using a Matlab code. The
creep behavior of HDPE lumber and WPC lumber has been predicted for ten years using the
power law model, as was reported in Table 4.4. According to InnovaSea systems Inc., the
estimated service life of aquaculture cages is ten years. The prediction showed the failure
occurrence (maximum strain at outer fiber layer) will not occur for both WPC and HDPE
specimens for the stress levels 7.5% and 15% of Fb. Whereas, the failure occurrence was
predicted in 1.5 years for the HDPE lumbers subjected to 30% of Fb. For this reason WPCs are
considered in the construction of aquaculture cage structures subjected to stress levels 30%
below Fb.
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Table 4.4. 10 year prediction of the creep displacement of the WPC and HDPE lumber (in
accordance with ASTM D6109).

Material name -%
of Fb

Mid-span

Predicted mid-span

displacement at

creep displacement

failure (mm)

in 10 years (mm)

Outer fiber strain at
failure %

WPC-7.5%

6
1.040

46

WPC-15%

11

WPC-30%

22

HDPE-7.5%

21
3.004

120

HDPE-15%

50

HDPE-30%

165
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Figure 4.6. Predicted failure occurrence in the outer fiber strain of WPC and HDPE lumber for
the specimens subjected to 30% Fb flexural stress using the power law model.
Values of the normalized mid-span creep displacement were reported in Table 4.5. The
normalized power law model showed the stress-independency [18] of the WPC and HDPE
lumber by having similar values of the normalized power law model (d1 and m) at different
flexural stress levels, respectively. Figures 4.7 and 4.88 illustrate the stress-independency
behavior of each group of the WPC and HDPE lumber via describing the normalized mid-span
creep displacement by the normalized creep behavior.
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Table 4.5. Power law model parameters.
model parameters
Material type
d1

m

WPC

0.011

0.596

HDPE

0.018

0.494

Figure 4.7. Comparison of power law model and experimental creep result for WPC lumber.
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of power law model and experimental creep results for HDPE lumber.

Conclusions
1.

The WPC in this study showed an enhanced time-dependent creep behavior compared to

HDPE. WPCs show potential to replace HDPE lumber in the construction of aquaculture cage
structure.
2.

While previous studies have studied the creep behavior of WPC at relatively high level of

stresses, this study conducted the creep experiments using levels of stresses that were below 30%
of the ultimate flexural strength, which are typical for the intended design application. During the
comparison between the creep behavior of WPC and HDPE specimens at the low stress levels
(7.5% and 15% of Fb), the fractional deflections (FD) of HDPE were 122% and 192% higher
than the FD of the WPC specimens, respectively. Whereas, the FD of HDPE specimens at 30%
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stress level was 300% higher than the FD of the WPC specimens. This can be advantageous for
using WPC lumber as a replacement of the HDPE lumber in the construction of aquaculture
cages.
3.

The power law model was a useful tool to describe and predict the creep behavior of

both WPC and HDPE lumber for all the stress levels (7.5%, 15%, and 30% of Fb). This model
predicted that both HDPE lumber and WPC lumber show low creep rate during ten years at
stress levels below 15% of Fb. Whereas, at stress level 30% of Fb, failure occurrence at outer
fiber is predicted to happen at 1.5 years for HDPE lumber and at 150 years for WPC lumber.
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CHAPTER 5
5

EXPERIMENTAL STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE OF HDPE AND WPC

LUMBER OF AQUACULTURAL GEODESIC SPHERICAL CAGE COMPONENTS
5.1

Abstract
The buckling load of Aquapod connected triangular panel components of an aquacultural

geodesic cage structure 1:4 size of the full-scale spherical cage (volume =4700 m3 with an
approximate diameter of 21 m) made from HDPE and WPC struts with and without the steel
plastic coated mesh was experimentally measured and characterized. The metallic mesh of the
panels contributed to increasing the buckling capacity of the connected triangular panels by
approximately two times the buckling capacity of the connected panels without steel mesh made
from WPC and HDPE struts, respectively. The typical failure mode of the HDPE panels made
from HDPE struts with and without metallic mesh was buckling failure in the struts and the
metallic mesh, whereas the failure of the WPC panels with and without metallic mesh was
buckling failure (bending) at the weak section of the bolted struts.
5.2

Introduction
Aquaculture cages for fish farming are made in different ways. Unlike other types of

aquaculture fish cage structures, the Aquapod Net Pen cage is a rigid-frame geodesic spherical
cage structure. The cage structure is comprised of individual triangular panels made from high
density polyethylene (HDPE) lumber (strut) and these panels are fastened to each other to form
the geodesic spherical shape of the cage (Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff 2013). These triangular
panels contain wire mesh netting, and is affixed to the struts of the panels by mechanical
fastening (stapling). Five panels (P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5) are the main structural components to
construct the spherical shape of the Aquapod cage, as shown in Figure 5.1. These triangular
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panel components are designed to contribute to facile construction by reducing the time and
manpower required to construct the cage structure (Page 2013). The cage structure is utilized in a
fully submerged situation; except for cleaning, where it will be partially (30%) exposed to the air
(Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff 2013).

Figure 5.1. Details of; connected struts in the panels and the connected panels to form the cage
faces, types of hubs, and the types of the panels of the aquacultural geodesic spherical cage
structure with an approximate diameter of 21 m (Page 2013, Vandenbroucke & Metzlaff
2013).
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Because of the increased demand for aquaculture structures that have useful features (high
volume capacity, rigid frame, and durable structure for up to 10 years) compared with other
aquaculture cage structures, the aquacultural geodesic spherical cage structure has been
constructed in different volume capacities and diameters since 2006 (InnovaSea Systems 2016)
to its most recent product, Aquapod 4700, with a volume capacity of 4700 m3 (dia. of
approximately 21 m)(InnovaSea Systems 2016). The cages function under submersion without
any apparent problems from the marine exposure. However, damage to cage structures was
reported in the Gulf of Mexico in 2015(InnovaSea Systems 2015) , when the structures were
exposed during cleaning to destructive surface waves during a hurricane. InnovaSea systems,
Inc. decided to explore a better material option to replace the HDPE lumber (struts). An extruded
wood plastic composite (WPC) lumber made from high strength styrenic copolymer and
thermally modified wood flour appears to be a promising alternative to replace HDPE,
attributable to its features compared with HDPE lumber. For instance, the elastic modulus of
WPC lumber is approximately five time the elastic modulus of the HDPE lumber. Although
WPCs have been investigated for structural applications (Alvarez-Valencia 2010, Balma 1999,
Brandt & Fridley 2003, Brandt & Fridley 2007, Dura 2005, Haiar 2000, Slaughter 2006,
Tamrakar 2011) , the performance of WPCs requires evaluation to be utilized for marine
applications, where the material will be exposed to the combined effect of temperature and
saltwater immersion. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to evaluate the structural performance of
the full-scale structure of the cage structure that is made from HDPE or WPC lumber in such
combined conditions (temperature and water immersion). WPCs are similar to other
thermoplastic materials that exhibit viscoelastic behavior, hence, their time-dependent behavior
was investigated. Previous studies have focused on the time-dependent behavior of WPCs
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(Alvarez-Valencia et al. 2010, Chang 2011, Hamel et al. 2011, Pooler & Smith 2004, Tamrakar
et al. 2011). For the WPC lumber that is considered as alternative to HDPE lumber in the
construction of the cage structure, Alrubaie et al. conducted a 180-day creep experiment to
compare the time-dependent behavior of HDPE and WPC lumber under similar conditions
(temperature 23℃± 2℃ and relative humidity 50%±5%). Furthermore, the short-term timedependent behavior of the WPCs (that is considered an alternative for the HDPE in the
construction of the aquacultural geodesic spherical cage structure) was investigated and modeled
under the synergistic effect of elevated temperature and water immersion (Alrubaie et al. 2019,
Alrubaie et al. 2019). InnovaSea systems, Inc. conducted mechanical testing at the Advanced
Manufacturing Center, University of Maine, Orono in 2006 to evaluate the buckling capacity of
full-scale fastened panels (with and without netting) of Aquapod A4700 made from glass barreinforced HDPE lumber.
The objective of the research presented here was to experimentally investigate and
characterize the buckling capacity of two connected panels made from WPC and HDPE struts
with and without metallic mesh, to compare the structural performance of WPC lumber in
aquacultural structures.
In this study, 24 triangular panels with struts length; 965 mm, 1003 mm, and 1321 mm
were tested in compression along the longest strut. Twelve panels were made from WPC struts
and twelve panels were made from HDPE struts. Six of each of these panels were constructed
with plastic coated steel wire mesh with 38.1 mm openings and 2.8 mm thickness of the steel
wire (Caccese 2006). A set of two panels were connected using three steel galvanized bolts with
a diameter of 12.7 mm and two steel galvanized square washers with dimension of 51 mm to
each bolt. Four types of panels were experimentally investigated in the buckling experiment:
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WPC panels without steel mesh condition (WPC-panel), WPC panels with steel mesh condition
(WPC-M-panel), HDPE panels without steel mesh (HDPE-panel), and HDPE panels with steel
mesh (HDPE-M-panel). Three sets were tested for each panel type (Tangent Technologies 2015).
5.3

Experimental

5.3.1 Materials
The commercially available HDPE lumber with cross section dimensions (b=140 mm
and h= 38.1 mm) was provided by InnovaSea system, Inc. to be used in the manufacture of the
HDPE triangular panels with and without steel wire mesh. The struts (made from WPC and
HDPE lumber) of the triangular panels were connected to each other to form the panel via a
triangular blocks (gussets) made from the same HDPE of the struts. The WPC lumber with cross
section dimensions (b= 139 mm and h=33.5 mm was produced using a twin-screw DavisStandard WoodtruderTM in the Advanced Structures and Composites Center at the University of
Maine’s Orono campus (Davis-Standard Woodtruder) were used in the manufacture of the WPC
triangular panels with and without steel wire mesh . The WPC lumber examined is based on a
patent-pending formulation that combines a thermally modified wood flour that was produced at
a sawmill in Uimaharju, Finland and a high strength styrenic copolymer system in an equivalent
weight ratio to each of the two constituents. The elastic modulus and the flexural strength of the
WPC and HDPE lumber were reported elsewhere (Alrubaie et al. 2019). Figure 5.2 shows
representative specimens of WPC and HDPE lumber tested in accordance with ASTM D6109 to
obtain the elastic modulus and the flexural strength (Fb). Table 5.1 shows the mechanical
properties of The WPC and HDPE lumber used in this study.
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Table 5.1. Mechanical properties of WPC and HDPE lumber used as struts of the aquacultural
geodesic components of Aquapod net pen geodesic spherical cage structure.
Material

Flexural modulus

Flexural strength

(E) GPa (COV%)

(Fb) MPa (COV%)

WPC

4.34 (6)

41.2 (11)

HDPE

0.93 (3)

14.1 (5)

Figure 5.2. Typical stress versus strain relationship to obtain the elastic modulus and the
flexural strength of WPC and HDPE lumber in accordance with ASTM D6109.
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5.3.2 Equipment and Test Setup
The panel manufacture was conducted by InnovaSea system, Inc. The fixture to test the
connected panels in compression was manufactured at the Advanced Structures and Composite
Center, University of Maine, Orono, Maine. Figure 5.3 shows the connected triangular panels
and the test fixture. An Instron test frame with a load cell capacity of 1334 kN was used. The
data acquisition system (DAQ) with a written labview software was used to collect: the applied
axial load (negative Y-direction in Figure 5.4), the axial displacement (of the actuator, the inplane displacement of the struts), the in-plane displacement (negative and positive direction of
X-axis as shown in Figure 5.4), and the out of plane displacement (negative and positive
direction of Z-axis as shown in Figure 5.4). The tests were conducted in displacement control
with a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min.

Figure 5.3. (Left) the test frame and the buckling test setup, (right) the WPC and HDPE
connected triangular panels with and without metallic mesh.
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5.3.3 Degrees of Freedom of the Supports System of the Triangular Panels
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4 summarize the degree of freedom of each support of the
triangular panels during the buckling test.

Table 5.2.Two dimensional degrees of freedom of the triangular panels during the buckling
experiment.
Supports boundary conditions

Supports

(free=0, fixed=1)

a

b

c

d

Ux

1

1

1

1

Uy

0

1

1

1

z

0

0

0

0
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Figure 5.4. Schematic of the 2D free body diagram of the tested connected (bolted) of WPC and
HDPE triangular panels with and without mesh.
5.4

Discussion of Results
The relationship between the applied buckling load and lateral deflection of the middle

vertical strut ac at point f (Figure 5.4) for the connected components (panels) made from WPC and
HDPE struts are reported in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, and 5.9. The buckling capacity of the panels
made from WPC struts was three times the buckling capacity of the panels made from HDPE
struts. The steel wire mesh contributed to the increased buckling capacity of the panels. A 2D FE
analysis model provided a useful assessment of the multiplier factor (α) that can be used in the
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computation of the reactions and the member of forces under different values of applied loads.
Table 5.3 reports the values of α.Table 5.4 reports the average maximum buckling load of the
HDPE and WPC struts connected panels at each condition (with and without metallic mesh) and
their corresponding type of failure.
The buckling failure of the cage components (panels) made from WPC struts was the
dominant type of failure at one of the regions of the galvanized bolts that connect the two panels
causing a net section failure at the region where the bolts were located, whereas, no such net
section failure was noticed at the buckling failure occurred for the panels made from HDPE
lumber. This is attributable to the brittle behavior of the high wood flour content WPC lumber
compared with the HDPE plastic lumber. Table 5.4 summarizes the type of failure of the structural
components of the cage structure with and without metallic mesh. Table 5.5 summarizes the
implementation of the multiplier load factor (α) to compute the allowable member force of strut ac
based on the buckling load values obtained from Southwell’s method (Barbero & Tomblin 1993).
Regarding the connected components (panels) made from WPC lumber (strut) without
metallic mesh, the buckling failure tended to be abrupt after reaching the maximum applied load, as
shown in Figure 5.5. A similar pattern of the failure propagation was observed in the panels made
from HDPE lumber without metallic mesh, the panels showed propagated deformation after
reaching the maximum applied load without an abrupt failure, as shown in Figure 5.6. However,
panel number three (HDPE-panel-3), as shown in Figure 5.6, exhibited a different load-lateral
deflection curve. The panels (the middle strut ac) started deforming with the propagation of the
applied load. This can be attributed to the geometry of the panels or to an eccentricity has been
developed while the load was imposed to the panel.
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Figure 5.5. The relationship between the applied buckling load and lateral mid-span
deflection (point f in Figure 5.4) of the vertical strut ac in the panels made from WPC struts
and without metallic mesh.
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Figure 5.6. The relationship between the applied buckling load and lateral mid-span deflection of
the vertical strut ac in the panels made from HDPE struts and without metallic mesh.

Regarding the failure behavior of the panels made from WPC with metallic mesh, the
metallic mesh contributed into an increase in the buckling capacity (maximum applied load)
approximately three times of the buckling capacity (maximum applied load) of the panels made
without the metallic mesh. However, as regards to improving the ductility of the panels, the
metallic mesh did not contribute into improved ductility of the panels made from WPC struts. The
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panels showed a lateral deformation smaller than 2 mm before reaching the maximum applied load
and then experiencing abrupt failure. Moreover, the failure mode (of the panels made from WPC
struts with mesh) in the struts did not change from the failure mode of the panels without the
metallic mesh, which is the net section failure at the connected struts attributable to the buckling in
X-axis at the strut ac (Figure 5.3). Figure 5.7 shows the failure mode of the panels made from
HDPE and WPC lumber for the four different cases.

A

B
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D

C

Figure 5.7. Failure modes of the panels made from HDPE and WPC lumber for the four different
cases; A) net section failure at the middle strut ac at the location of the bolt connection of the
panels made from WPC without metallic mesh, B) buckling mode failure of the strut ac of the
panels made from HDPE without metallic mesh, C) net section failure mode of panels made
from WPC struts with metallic mesh, and D) buckling failure mode of the panels made from
HDPE struts with metallic mesh.
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Figure 5.8. The relationship between the applied buckling load and lateral mid-span deflection of
the vertical strut ac in the panels made from WPC struts and with metallic mesh.
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Figure 5.9. The relationship between the applied buckling load and lateral mid-span deflection of
the vertical strut ac in the panels made from HDPE struts and with metallic mesh.

The metallic mesh is affixed to the WPC and HDPE struts by staples on the perimeter of the
struts (on the width b of the cross section of the struts (sec A1-A1 and B1-B1) in Figure 5.4). The
staples have shown good resistance to the applied load and in developing buckling capacity of the
panels with the metallic mesh. This can be observed with the small lateral displacement of the
panels (with metallic mesh) made from WPC and HDPE struts 1.5 mm and 3.4 mm , corresponding
to the maximum buckling capacity, respectively. Whereas, the lateral displacements for the same
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type of panels without metallic mesh were; 20.1 mm and 12.5 mm, respectively.
5.4.1 Structural Analysis of the Tested Structural Components (Panels) of the Aquacultural
Geodesic Spherical Cage Structure
To compute the reaction and the section forces at the supports and the struts of the
connected, respectively, 2D (two dimensional) finite element (FE) linear elastic analyses models
were conducted to the four types of the test panels (WPC-M-panel, WPC-panel, HDPE-M-panel,
and HDPE-panel) using commercially available software Abaqus/CAE("Abaqus/CAE 2017,"
2017) with the following assumptions:
1. Based on the symmetry of the connected panels, panel 1 in Figure 5.4 was used on
the 2D FE model to compute the member forces and the support reactions.
2. The supports at points b,c, and d were assumed to be as pin supports (vertical (Yaxis) and horizontal (X-axis) movement restriction), whereas, point a was assumed to
be as s roller support (horizontal (X-axis) movement restriction). This assumption
was made based on the design of the fixture used in the experiment and the ability of
the structure to have rotation at the points a,b,c, and d.
3. A slender beam element B23 (cubic beam in plane) was chosen from the available
types of beam elements available in the used commercial software Abaqus and was
used in the 2D linear finite element (FE) analysis of the structural components of the
aquacultural geodesic spherical cage structure. The selection was made based on the
assumption that both the struts of the components and the metallic mesh are slender
even some of the beams have a slender ratio (span (l)/ radius of gyration (r)) less than
200. This assumption eliminated the need to have the values of Poisson’s ratio of the
materials of the components (steel of the metallic mesh, WPC struts, and HDPE
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struts), i.e. the elastic moduli were the required input for the mechanical properties of
the materials in the 2D FE linear analysis model.
4. Regarding the connected panels with metallic mesh, the metallic mesh was modeled
as vertical and horizontal beam elements [type B23(Abaqus Analysis User's Guide)]
(each wire mesh modeled as a beam) spaced 38.1 mm from each other and has a
circular cross-section with a diameter of 3 mm to each beam. The geometry and the
space of the wire mesh was implemented based on the specification of the metallic
wire mesh, Aquamesh®(RIVERDALE, 2019) used in the manufacture of the
structural panels of the aquacultural geodesic spherical cage structure.
5. The elastic moduli of the WPC and HDPE lumber used in the structural analysis
were obtained from the 4-point bending test conducted on specimens with a span to
depth ratio of 16 to be 4430 MPa and 930 MPa as reported in Table 5.1,
respectively. The elastic modulus of the wire mesh was assumed to be the elastic
modulus of steel, Esteel=200000MPa.
6. The 2D FE model was conducted to investigate the response of the structure in the
linear region. Thus, the values of the applied load were assumed to be a unit load (1
N) to be applied to the structure. The computed member forces and reactions at the
supports represented a multiplier coefficient that can be used to compute the
reactions and member forces at any value of the applied load.
The reaction values at the supports were computed from the 2D FE model. Furthermore, the
member forces were computed for the tested panels in the four cases, to provide an understanding
to the distribution of the applied load through the struts of the panels. However, the strut cd for the
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panels made from HDPE or WPC lumber without metallic mesh had no member force. Whereas,
the metallic mesh contributed into distributing the applied load among the struts; ac, cd, and ad.
Furthermore, the value of the member force varied along the length of the strut attributable to the
presence of the metallic mesh. The maximum values of member forces of the struts of the panels
made from HDPE and WPC struts with metallic mesh are shown and reported in Table 5.3 and
Figure 5.10, respectively.

Table 5.3. Reactions and member forces computed from the 2D FE linear analyses obtained from
applying unit load on panel 1 (Figure 5.4 at point a) of the aquacultural geodesic spherical cage
structure for four sample types: WPC-M-panel, WPC-panel, HDPE-M-panel, and HDPE-panel.
Reactions

Condition of the panels made

Condition of the panels made

and member

from WPC struts

from HDPE struts
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forces (N)

M-panel

panel

M-panel

panel

Ax

-0.4

-0.414

-0.37

-0.414

Cx

-0.004

0.001

0.01

0.001

Cy

0.66

0.64

0.7

0.64

Dx

0.404

0.413

0.38

0.413

Dy

0.34

0.36

0.32

0.36

Fad

-0.54

-0.55

-0.54

-0.55

Fac

-0.60

-0.64

-0.54

-0.64

Fcd

-0.04

0

-0.1

0
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Figure 5.10. Reactions and member forces in N units of panel 1 of the aquacultural geodesic
spherical cage structure obtained from 2D FE linear analyses; A)WPC-Panel, B)HDPE-panel,
C)WPC-M-panel, and C) HDPE-M-panel.
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5.4.2 Southwell’s Method to Determine the Critical Load
To investigate the critical load mode for the four cases of the panels made from WPC and
HDPE struts in the cases of metallic wire mesh and without wire mesh, Southwell’s method(E.
Barbero & Tomblin, 1993) was implemented. The method can be summarized by creating a plot
based on the relationship between; the ratio of the lateral displacement (deflection) (Δ) over the
applied buckling load (P), and the lateral displacement (Δ). If this relationship can be described by
a linear relationship, then, the inverse of the slope of this line represents the critical buckling load
(Pcr) and the buckling mode is global. This critical load does not account for imperfections or mode
of interactions. Southwell’s method was implemented on the relationships reported in Figures 5.115.14 after modifying the relationship to include the load vs later deflection only at the limit of the
maximum applied load (i.e., the data points after the maximum applied load has not been
considered in the application of Southwell’s method). By using linear regression to obtain the slope
of the equation of the line, hence, the inverse of the slope of the line represents the value of Pcr.
Figures 5.11=5.14 show the implication of Southwell’s method on the four sample panels (WPCpanel, WPC-M-panel, HDPE-panel, and HDPE-M-panel) and the obtained slope of each tested set
of panels. Based on the linear relationship between Δ/P versus Δ, the critical load can be
determined.
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Figure 5.11. Application of Southwell’s method to obtain the critical buckling load of the
structural panels of the cage structure made from WPC struts without metallic mesh.
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Figure 5.12. Application of Southwell’s method to obtain the critical buckling load of the
structural panels of the cage structure made from WPC struts with metallic mesh with the shaded
region of the linear relationship between Δ/P versus Δ.
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Figure 5.13. Application of Southwell’s method to obtain the critical buckling load of the
structural panels of the cage structure made from HDPE struts without metallic mesh.
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Figure 5.14. Application of Southwell’s method to obtain the critical buckling load of the
structural panels of the cage structure made from HDPE struts with metallic mesh.

Table 5.4. The experimental maximum buckling load and the failure type and occurrence sequence
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in the structural components of the aquacultural geodesic spherical cage structure.
Experimental
Connected triangular

buckling load

Failure type and location of

panels

for each panel

occurrence in the component

(kN)
Mesh condition
M-panel=with
Struts
mesh

P1

P2

P3

M-panel

294

207

270

Struts Buckling

panel

Material
panel=without
mesh
WPC

M-panel

failure (X-axis)
Buckling failure
and metallic
WPC

Panel

120

111

(X-axis)

131
mesh buckling
(Z-axis)

HDPE

HDPE

M-panel

panel

85

54

92

55

74

35

Metallic mesh

Buckling failure

buckling (Z-

(X-axis) in the

axis) followed

struts

by struts
buckling (Xaxis)

Table 5.5. The buckling load of the member ac based on multiplying the multiplier value α
obtained from the 2D FE linear analyses by the value of critical load obtained from Southwell’s
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method.
Experimental

Euler’s method

method

Connected
panels

Southwell’s

Allowable
buckling load

Max. average
load (kN)

Material and

Fac-Southwell
Fac

mesh condition

Fac (kN)

critical (kN)

WPC-M-panel

129

116

NA

70

WPC-panel

60

61

43

39

HDPE-M-panel

42

44

NA

24

HDPE-panel

24

27

14

17

5.5
1.

Fac-Euler-critical (kN)

Conclusions
The buckling behavior of the structural components of the aquacultural geodesic spherical

cage structure made from HDPE and WPC lumber was experimentally investigated and
characterized. The buckling capacity (load) of the triangular panels made from WPC struts and
with mesh was 256.81 kN, whereas, the buckling capacity of the same type of panels made from
HDPE struts was 83.80 kN. Furthermore, the buckling capacity of the panels made from WPC
struts and without steel mesh was 120.42 kN which was 2.5 times the buckling capacity of the
same condition of panels but made from HDPE struts.
2.

The metallic mesh contributed into distributing the member forces through the struts: ac, ca
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and da of the component (panel). Whereas, the panels without metallic mesh experienced strut (cd)
without member force.
3.

Attributable to the brittleness behavior of WPC lumber (50 wt.% wood flour) compared

with the ductile behavior of HDPE lumber (100 wt.% plastic), an abrupt failure to panels made
from WPC was observed in the experiments.
4.

According to the linear structural analysis, the short struts in the connected panels (struts bc

and strut cd) did not carry load values and this contributed to the buckling occurrence to be
initiated in the longest strut (ac) and then at the shorter struts (ab and ad) for the panels made from
WPC and HDPE lumber and without metallic mesh.
5.

As a containment aquaculture structure system in open ocean environments, it is preferable

to have a structural material (strut) that shows an indication prior to failure or to defect without
breakage, than an abrupt failure, so that the member can be replaced properly.
6.

Attributable to the viscoelastic behavior and the brittleness behavior of the WPC in this

study, it is preferable to consider using the WPC lumber in structural application where the applied
load should be at a low level compared with strength of the WPC, to avoid the abrupt failure of the
structural member during the service life of the structure.

CHAPTER 6
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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6.1

Conclusions
Marine structures require an investigation of the viscoelastic behavior under the

combined effect of temperature and water immersion. The short-term (30-minute) creep and
creep-recovery in this study provided an understanding to the viscoelastic behavior of WPC
lumber under the combined effect of temperature and water immersion. Evaluating the shortterm time-dependent behavior of the WPC lumber in this study and comparing it with the timedependent behavior of the WPCs from previous studies under different conditions have
emphasized on the potential capabilities of the WPCs in this study to be used in structural
application attributable to the lower creep strain rate. Moreover, the WPCs in this study and
attributable to its property of maintaining the modulus of elasticity at values of temperature
below the glass transition temperature has the ability to be used in application that are exposed
merely to the effect of elevated temperature.
Attributable to the viscoelastic and the brittle behavior (attributed to high content of
wood flour in the formulation of the WPCs of this study), the use of WPC members in structural
application under different environmental conditions can be accomplished by taking in
consideration: (1) the applied levels of stress have to be low below 30% of the maximum
strength of the WPCs, and (2) avoid the environments where the temperature level is higher than
the glass transition zone of the WPCs of this study.
In addition to the elastic modulus of the WPC lumber in this study is approximately five
times the elastic modulus of HDPE lumber and attributable to the short-term and long-term time
dependent behavior of the WPCs of this study compared with the long-term time-dependent
behavior of the HDPE material, the WPC lumber in this study is considered a competing
alternative to replace the HDPE lumber in the manufacturing of the Aquapod structures.
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However, limitations have to be taken into consideration as regards the size of the aquaculture
structure manufactured using the WPCs, attributable to the developed weight of the structure (the
density of the WPC lumber is higher than the density of the HDPE lumber) and the accompanied
developed stresses (should not exceed the level of 30% of the maximum strength) on the
structural members made from WPCs.
6.2

Future Work
1- Further studies to evaluate the structural performance of the WPC lumber as structural
members are required to provide a sufficient understanding to the use of WPC lumber in
the construction of Aquapod cage structures. For instance, the evaluating of the bolt
connections where each strut is connected to the adjacent strut by bolts. Furthermore, the
evaluating of bolt connections of each strut in the triangular panel to the hub system that
holds six panels.
2- Long-term (more than three years) creep experiments are essential to study the creep
behavior of the WPC used in this study in high temperature environments and under the
field temperature (ambient temperature). For instance, Southern Iraq region where the
temperature during summer season (from April till October) can reach 50℃.
3- Field Conditioning (ambient temperature and moisture) to the WPC in marine
environments and evaluate the reduction in the mechanical properties by series of
mechanical testing on a regular basis duration. For instance, having WPC lumber
immersed at the Gulf of Maine, Maine, USA and have the lumber conditioned at the
ambient temperature and saltwater immersion. Followed by series of mechanical testing
and water uptake to evaluate the reduction in the mechanical properties and to evaluate
the water uptake wt%.
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